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Registration (15th Floor, Central Space)
Thursday (April 24): 10 AM - 6 PM
Friday (April 25): 8 AM - 5 PM
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Book Exhibit and Café (15th Floor, 1501)
Thursday: 11 AM - 6 PM
Friday: 9 AM - 6 PM (8 AM for the Café)
Saturday: 9 AM - 6 PM (8 AM for the Café)

Opening Reception (15th Floor, Central Space)
Thursday: 8:30 PM
Welcoming by Alan Timberlake, Deputy Director for Humanities Programming, Harriman Institute

Closing Reception (15th Floor, Central Space)
Saturday: 7:00 PM
Presentation of the ASN 2014 Best Doctoral Student Paper Awards, the Harriman ASN 2014 Book Prize and the ASN 2014 Audience Award for Film
Co-MCs: Julie George and Harris Mylonas

ASN Meetings
Friday Lunch: 1:20 - 2:50 PM
Program Committee (Room 1219)
Saturday: 9-11 AM
Board of Directors/Advisory Board (Room 1219)
Saturday: 11:20 AM - 1:20 PM
Nationalities Papers Editorial Board (Room 1201)
Saturday Lunch: 1:20 - 2:50 PM
Ethnopolitics Editorial Board (Room 1201) / American Association of Ukrainian Studies (AAUS) Meeting (Room 1219)
PANEL BK15
Political Parties, Electoral Competition and Nationalism in the Balkans

CHAIR
Branislav Radeljic
(U of East London, UK)
< b.radeljic@uel.ac.uk >

PAPERS
Jelena Dzankic
(European U Institute, Italy)
< dzankic@gmail.com >
In the Frame of Party Competition: Citizenship, Voting Rights and Nation-Building in the Post-Yugoslav Space

Ana Stojiljkovic
(U of Leeds, UK)
< csast@leeds.ac.uk >
Campaign Appeals and National Identities: The Cases of Serbia and Bosnia-Herzegovina

Gorana Grgic
(U of Sydney, Australia)
< gorana.grgic@sydney.edu.au >
Ethnic Mobilization, Political Openings and Interethnic Conflicts in the Western Balkans and South Caucasus: Early to Rise, Early to Fight?

DISCUSSANT
Tsveta Petrova
(Harriman Institute, Columbia U, US)
< tsveta@thebrodskyfamily.com >
PANEL BK19
An Interdisciplinary Look at Post-War Bosnia and Herzegovina

CHAIR
Christian Strehler
(King's College London, UK)
< christian.strehler@kcl.ac.uk >

PAPERS
Sevan Pearson
(Collegium Carolinum Munich, Germany / U de Lausanne, Switzerland)
< sevan.pearson@extern.lrz-muenchen.de >
The “National Key” in Bosnia and Herzegovina: A Historical Perspective

Adis Merdzanovic
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)
< adis.merdzanovic@uzh.ch >
Imposed Consociation in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Marika Djolai
(U of Sussex, UK)
< m.djolai@ids.ac.uk >
Who Cooperates and Why in Post-War Bosnia and Herzegovina?
Different Paths of Shaping of Social Groups, their Dynamics and Communities

DISCUSSANT
Peter Vermeersch
(U of Leuven, Belgium)
< Peter.Vermeersch@soc.kuleuven.be >
PANEL CE11

Remaking the Nation in Moments of Crisis: Population Engineering, Property, and Ethnicity in Europe, 1918-1948

CHAIR
István Deák
(Columbia U, US)
< id1@columbia.edu >

PAPERS

Mihai-Dan Cirjan
(Central European U, Hungary)
< cirjan_mihai-dan@ceu-budapest.edu >
Redefining National Economy: Exchange Controls as a Model of Economic Governance in Interwar Romania, 1929-1934

Gábor Egry
(Institute of Political History, Hungary)
< egrygabor75@gmail.com >
Middle- and Lower Class Cultural Settings and the Dynamics of National Boundaries in Interwar Romania and Czechoslovakia

Máté Rigó
(Cornell U, US)
< mr633@cornell.edu >
The Effect of Sovereignty Change on Industrial and Commercial Life in Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania

Leslie M. Waters
(College of William & Mary, US)
< lmwaters@wm.edu >
From Shifting Borders to Shifting Populations: The Hungarian-Slovak Population Exchange, 1946-1948

DISCUSSANT
Paul Hanebrink
(Rutgers U, US)
< hanebrin@history.rutgers.edu >
PANEL K6  
*Incongruent Borderlands: When Demarcations Are Challenged by Competing Normativities*

**CHAIR**  
Tone Bringa  
(U of Bergen, Norway)  
<tone.bringa@sosantr.uib.no>  

**PAPERS**  
Giorgi Cheishvili  
(Tbilisi State U, Georgia)  
<gicheishvili@gmail.com>  
*Batumi and Its Cross-Border Hinterland in Turkey: Shaping Links across Social Space through Memory and Movements*  

John Schoeberlein  
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)  
<john.schoeberlein@nu.edu.kz>  
*Changing Georgian-ness, Muslim-ness and Turkish-ness in a Black Sea Borderland*  

Elina Troscenko  
(U of Bergen, Norway)  
<elina.troscenko@sosantr.uib.no>  
*‘Border Brides’ of Kyrgyzstan in the Changing Landscape of Border and Citizenship Regimes*  

Hege Toje  
(U of Bergen, Norway)  
<hege.toje@sosantr.uib.no>  
*Capturing Sochi: The 2014 Russian Winter Olympic as an Arena for Contestations over Past, Present and Future Homelands in the Caucasus*  

**DISCUSSANT**  
Bruce Grant  
(NYU, US)  
<bruce.grant@nyu.edu>
PANEL M5
Refugees: Law and Politics

CHAIR
Irina Culic
(Babes-Bolyai U, Romania)
< irinaculic@yahoo.com >

PAPERS
Francesca Piana
(Columbia U, US)
< francesca.piana@graduateinstitute.ch >
Expertise Beyond Nations: The Role of NGOs in the Refugee Question at the League of Nations in the 1920s

Shoshana Fine
(SciencesPo, Paris, France)
< shoshana.fine@sciencespo.fr >
Bordering Processes and Bordering Effects: The Case of Refugee Resettlement from Turkey to the US

Lara J. Nettelfield
(U of London, UK)
< lara.nettelfield@rhul.ac.uk >
From Bosnia to Boston: Immigration Violations and International Humanitarian Law -- Strange Bedfellows?

Seraina Rüegger
(ETH Zurich, Switzerland)
< ruegger@icr.gess.ethz.ch >
Protracted Refugees from De Facto States

DISCUSSANT
Shushanik Makaryan
(Pennsylvania State U, US)
< shushanik.makaryan@email.wsu.edu >
THURSDAY APRIL 24TH // SESSION I // 11:00 AM - 1:00 PM

PANEL N8

Symbols and Stories of Peoplehood

CHAIR
Lea David
(Ben Gurion U in the Negev, Israel)
< lead@post.bgu.ac.il >

PAPERS
Alberto Spektorowski
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)
< albertos@tau.ac.il >
The Nouvelle Droite and the Return of the Conservative Revolution: The “Demos” Against Liberalism

Jennifer Dixon
(Villanova U, US)
< jennifer.m.dixon@villanova.edu >
From Silencing to Commemorating: Conceptualizing and Measuring Change in Official Narratives of Dark Pasts

Deborah Jones
(U of Michigan, US)
< jdeborah@umich.edu >
A Mound of Trouble: What to do When There’s a Kurgan in your Wheat Field?

DISCUSSANT
Mike Medeiros
(U de Montréal, Canada)
< mike.medeiros@umontreal.ca >
PANEL R11
Identity and Urbanity in Post-Communist Societies

CHAIR
David M. Crowe
(Elon U, US)
< crowed@elon.edu >

PAPERS
Radim Marada
(Masaryk U, Czech Republic)
< marada@fss.muni.cz >
Peripheral Nationalism in Post-Communist Urban Memory

Cyrille Milutinovic
(U Paris VIII, France)
< milutinovic2008@hotmail.fr >
Belgrade: A Monoethnic City in a Crossroad Region

Edouard Morel
(U Paris VIII, France)
< edouard.geo@gmail.com >
The Tajik Community in Moscow: United or Divided?

Vladimir Pavlotsky
(U Paris VIII, France)
< vladimir.pavlotsky@gmail.com >
After Khimki: Eco-Identity in the Moscow Suburbs

DISCUSSANT
André Filler
(U Paris VIII, France)
< andrfiller@yahoo.fr >
PANEL U4

Sore Spots in Contemporary Ukrainian Culture: Encounters with the State

CHAIR
Mark Andryczyk
(Columbia U, US)
< ma2634@columbia.edu >

PAPERS
Ostap Kin
(Shechenko Scientific Society, NY, US)
< ostap.kin@gmail.com >
Football Hooliganism in Ukraine: Recent Activities and Potential Consequences

Ali Kinsella
(Columbia U, US)
< ali.kinsella@gmail.com >
Freedom of Expression in the Media in Post-Orange Ukraine

Lesia Kulchynska
(U Kyïv Mohyla Academy, Ukraine)
< kulchynska@gmail.com >
Hatred Towards Art: Cases of Banned Exhibitions in Ukraine

Kateryna Ruban
(NYU, US)
< kateryna.ruban@gmail.com >
Between Right and Need: Abortion Policies in Contemporary Ukraine

DISCUSSANT
Sofia Dyak
(Center for Urban History of East Central Europe, Ukraine)
< s.dyak@lvivcenter.org >
PANEL B02

*Book Panel on Margarita Balmaceda’s*

*The Politics of Energy Dependency: Ukraine, Belarus and Lithuania Between Domestic Oligarchs and Russian Pressure* *(Toronto, 2013)*

**CHAIR**

Isabelle Fortin  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< ifort059@uottawa.ca >

**PARTICIPANTS**

Nadiya Kravets  
(HURI, Harvard U, US)  
< nkravets@fas.harvard.edu >

Lubomyr Hajda  
(HURI, Harvard U, US)  
< ajda@fas.harvard.edu >

Peter Rutland  
(Wesleyan U, US)  
< prutland@wesleyan.edu >

Emily Holland  
(Columbia U, US)  
< ejh2132@columbia.edu >

Margarita M. Balmaceda  
(Seton Hall U, US)  
< balmaced@fas.harvard.edu >
PANEL BK1
The Politics of Numbers: Censuses in the former Yugoslavia in Comparative Perspective—The Lessons of Several Case Studies

CHAIR
Jelena Dzankic
(European U Institute, Italy)
< jelena.dzankic@eui.eu >

PAPERS
Brenna Miller
(Ohio State U, US)
< miller.5321@buckeyemail.osu.edu >
“Yes or No?: Competing Muslim Identities in the 1971 Yugoslav Census

Valery Perry
(Public International Law and Policy Group, Bosnia and Herzegovina)
< valeryperry@yahoo.com >
The 2013 Census in Bosnia and Herzegovina: A Basic Review

Anna-Lena Hoh
(Maastricht U, Netherlands)
< anna-lena.hoh@maastrichtuniversity.nl >
The Europeanization of Census-Taking in the Western Balkans

DISCUSSANT
Pieter Everaers
(European Commission, Luxembourg)
< pieter.everaers@ec.europa.eu >
THURSDAY APRIL 24TH // SESSION II // 1:20 - 3:20 PM

PANEL CE1
Territoriality and the Transformation of Minority Politics in Multilingual Europe

CHAIR
Angela Kachuyevski
(Arcadia U, US)
<kachuyea@arcadia.edu>

PAPERS
Virginie Mamadouh
(U of Amsterdam, Netherlands)
<v.d.mamadouh@uva.nl>

Rethinking the Territory-Language Nexus in Europe: Territories and Languages under the Conditions of Europeanization and Globalization

Rudi Janssens
(Free U of Brussels, Belgium)
<rudi.janssens@vub.ac.be>

Territoriality, Language and Political Conflicts in Divided/Multilingual Societies: The Case of Belgium

László Marácz
(U of Amsterdam, Netherlands)
<l.k.maracz@uva.nl>

Territoriality and Language Rights in Central and Eastern Europe: The Case of the Hungarians in Romania

István Horváth
(Romanian Institute for Research on National Minorities, Cluj-Napoca)
<ihorvath66@hotmail.com>

Dual Citizenship and the Reconfigurations of Belonging: The Case of the Hungarians in Romania

Tamás Kiss
(Romanian Institute for Research on National Minorities, Cluj-Napoca)
<t_kiss77@yahoo.com>

From Parallel Society to Clientelism: The Transformation of the Democratic Alliance of Hungarians in Romania

DISCUSSANT
Magdalena Dembinska
(U de Montréal, Canada)
<magdalena.dembinska@umontreal.ca>
PANEL K5
Georgia: Hegemonies and Legacies of Independence and Empire

CHAIR
Melissa Chakars
(Saint Joseph’s U, US)
< mchakars@sju.edu >

PAPERS
Kristian Feigelson
(U Sorbonne Nouvelle, France)
< kristian.feigelson@univ-paris3.fr >
Archival Film Chronicles of Georgian Independence, 1919-1921

Ketevan Gurchiani
(Ilia State U, Georgia/NYU, US)
kg1554@nyu.edu
“Lived” Religion in Georgia: Site of Negotiations

Peter Kabachnik
(CUNY Staten Island, US)
< peter.kabachnik@csi.cuny.edu >
The Persistence of Stalin: Mapping Contemporary Georgian Perspectives

Angela Wheeler
(Columbia U, US)
< aw2822@columbia.edu >
Memory at War: Georgia, Russia, and the Tbilisi Museum of Soviet Occupation

Dorota Gierycz
(Webster U, Austria/Center for International Human Rights, CUNY, US)
< dorota.gierycz@gmail.com >
Georgia After Saakashvili

DISCUSSANT
Jesse R. Driscoll
(U of California San Diego, US)
< jdriscoll@ucsd.edu >
PANEL N13
Memory Activism: Contested Memories in and after Conflict

CHAIR
Felicia Waldman
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
< fwaldman@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Yifat Gutman
(Hebrew U, Jerusalem, Israel)
<yifat.gutman@mail.huji.ac.il>
Memory Activism and the Re-Appropriation of National Commemorative Forms in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict

Ofer Waldman
(Hebrew U, Jerusalem, Israel)
oferwaldman@gmail.com
A Binding Fracture? Reflections on the Czech-German “Searching for Traces” Project in the former Sudetenland

Orli Fridman
(School of International Training, Serbia)
< orli.fridman@fmk.edu.rs >
Labors of Memory: Mnemonic Battles and Alternative Calendars in Serbia

Lea David
(Ben Gurion U in the Negev, Israel)
< lead@post.bgu.ac.il >
Mnemonic Battles on the Erection of the Monument to the Fallen of the Wars of the 1990s: Serbian War Veterans vs. the “Monument Group”

DISCUSSANT
Tanja Petrović
(Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts)
tanja.petrovic@zrc-sazu.si
PANEL R10

Jewish Lives in Russia and the Soviet Union: Personal Identities and State Policies

CHAIR
Andrew Kornbluth
(U of California, Berkeley, US)
< awk@berkeley.edu >

PAPERS
Dina Zisserman-Brodsky
(Ben-Gurion U of the Negev, Israel)
< dinazb@bgu.ac.il >
The “Russian Peculiarities” of the Jewish Woman from Rostov-on-Don: Carl Jung’s Sabina Spielrein and the Russian Intelligentsia Discourse

Victoria Khiterer
(Millersville U, US)
< Victoria.khiterer@millersville.edu >
The October 1905 Pogroms and the Russian Authorities

Mihaly Kalman
(Harvard U, US)
< mkalman@fas.harvard.edu >
The Ukrainian Sovnarkom’s Permanent Commission on Combating Banditism and the Militarization of the Shtetls, 1921-1923

Alexander Burakovsky
(Independent Researcher, New Jersey, US)
< aleksbur@gmail.com >
The Rukh Council of Nationalities, the Jewish Question and Ukrainian Independence

DISCUSSANT
Gennady Estrakh
(NYU, US)
< ge293@nyu.edu >
PANEL U7

Literary and Memorial Representations of Terror and Violence

CHAIR
Myroslava Znayenko
(Rutgers U, US)
< znayenko@andromeda.rutgers.edu >

PAPERS
Yuliya V. Ladygina
(Williams College, US)
< yuliya.v.ladygina@williams.edu >
The Fascist Hero and Ukrainian Independence:
Olha Kobylianska’s Apostle of the Mob

Halyna Mokrushyna
(U Ottawa, Canada)
< halyna_mok@videotron.ca >
Black, White, Grey Soviet Past in Ukraine:
Remembering/Forgetting Victims of Stalinist Repressions in Lviv and Donetsk

Huseyin Oylupinar
(U of Alberta, Canada)
< oylupina@ualberta.ca >
Crimean Cossacks vs. Crimean Tatars: An Examination of Ethnic Division
and Violence from the Perspective of Collective Memories and Identities

DISCUSSANT
Zenon Wasyliw
(Ithaca College, US)
< wasyliw@ithaca.edu >
PANEL B010  
Book Panel on David M. Crowe’s  
War Crimes, Genocide and Justice: A Global History  
(Palgrave, 2013)

CHAIR  
Michael Bryant  
(Bryant U, US)  
< mbryant@bryant.edu >

PARTICIPANTS  
Jon Cox  
(UNC Charlotte, US)  
< jcox73@uncc.edu >

Stefan Ionescu  
(Chapman U, US)  
< ionescu@chapman.edu >

Yun Xia  
(Valparaiso U, US)  
< yun.xia@valpo.edu >

David M. Crowe  
(Elon U, US)  
< crowed@elon.edu >
PANEL BK20

Gender and Politics in Bosnia

CHAIR
Tanya Domi
(Columbia U, US)
< tanya.domi@gmail.com >

PAPERS

Cynthia Simmons
(Boston College, US)
< simmonsc@bc.edu >
Women and the Independent Media in Bosnia-Herzegovina

Zilka Spahić-Šiljak
(Harvard U, US)
< zsiljak@hds.harvard.edu >
Women, Peace and Leadership in Bosnia-Herzegovina

Emina Abrahamsdotter
(U of Birmingham, UK)
< emina.abrahamsdotter@gmail.com >
Religious and Secular Approaches to Gender Equality and Women Empowerment in Bosnia-Herzegovina

Marie-Ève Hamel
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
< m.hamel@sms.ed.ac.uk >
Identity Construction of the Children Born out of Rape in Post-Conflict Bosnia-Herzegovina and Rwanda

DISCUSSANT
Carol Lilly
(U of Nebraska-Kearney, US)
< lillyc@unk.edu >
PANEL CE19

Academic Anti-Semitism in Romania, Past and Present

CHAIR
Esther Romeyn
(U of Florida, US)
< esromeyn@ufl.edu >

PAPERS
Peter Dan
(Long Island U, US)
< peterdan13@hotmail.com >
Keeping the Long Hate Alive: Antisemitism from the Perspective of Neuropsychology and Evolutionary Psychology

Adrian Cioflanca
(Xenopol History Institute, Iasi, Romania)
< adriancioflanca@gmail.com >
Confronting Ex-Cathedra Antisemitism: Jewish Voices against Interwar Scholars Cuza and Paulescu

Felicia Waldman
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
< fwaldman@gmail.com >
The Life of Jewish Professors in Romanian Universities from Late 19th Century to the End of World War II

Michael Shafir
< shafirmchl@yahoo.com >
(Babes-Bolyai U, Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
Unacademic Academics: Holocaust Deniers and Trivializers in Postcommunist Romania

DISCUSSANT
Mihai Chioveanu
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
< mihai_chiov@yahoo.co.uk >
PANEL EU3

Gender Issues in Central Asia and Turkey

CHAIR
Kathleen Collins
(U of Minnesota, US)
< collin433@umn.edu >

PAPERS
Hélène Thibault
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< hthib097@uottawa.ca >
“Are You Married?“:
Gender, Marital Status and Faith in Ethnographic Field Research

Zulfiya Bakhtibekova
(U of Exeter, UK)
< zb215@exeter.ac.uk >
The Daily Negotiations of Young Tajik Females Under the Dominant Structure: An Embedded Agency

Olga Mun
(Lehigh U, US)
< olya.mun@gmail.com >
Alippe, Bukvar’ and Gender: A Comparative Feminist Critical Discourse Analysis of Early Literacy Textbooks in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan

DISCUSSANT
Michele Commercio
(U of Vermont, US)
< michele.commercio@uvm.edu >
THURSDAY APRIL 24TH // SESSION III // 4:00 - 6:00 PM

PANEL K3
Elections and Society in Post-Soviet Recognised and Unrecognised States

CHAIR
Peter Kabachnik
(CUNY Staten Island, US)
< peter.kabachnik@csi.cuny.edu >

PAPERS
Karolina Ó Beacháin Stefanczak
Eileen Connolly
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
< karolina.obeachain-stefanczak@dcu.ie > < eileen.connolly@dcu.ie >
Gender and Representation in Recognised and Unrecognised States: The 2012 Parliamentary Elections in Georgia and Abkhazia

Giorgio Comai
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
< giorgio.comai@dcu.ie >
Language and Education Laws in Multi-Ethnic de Facto States: The Cases of Abkhazia and Transnistria

Peter Rozic
(Santa Clara U, US)
< prozic@scu.edu >
The Politics of Transitional Justice in Hybrid Regimes: The Contrasting Narratives of Georgia and Russia

Donnacha Ó Beacháin
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
< donnacha.obeachain@dcu.ie >
Imagined Democracy? Elections and Nation-Building in Central Asia

DISCUSSANT
Julie George
(CUNY, US)
< julie.george@qc.cuny.edu >
PANEL N11
Language, Culture, and Identity

CHAIR
Alberto Spektorowski
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)
< albertos@tau.ac.il >

PAPERS
Nazar Mammedov
(Brown U, US)
< nazar_mammedov@brown.edu >
The Impact of Technology on Multiculturalism:
Can Computers Constitute Cultures and Break Down Language Barriers?

Mike Medeiros
(U de Montréal, Canada)
< mike.medeiros@umontreal.ca >
The Language of Trust:
Language Vitality and Trust in National Institutions

Steven Mock
(Balsillie School of International Affairs, Canada)
< sjmock@uwaterloo.ca >
Nation, Identity and Emotion:
A Cognitive-Affective Approach to Collective Behaviour and Conflict

Pinar Dinc Kenanoglu
(LSE, UK)
< p.d.kenanoglu@lse.ac.uk >
Collective Memory Making in Literature:
Construction and Contestation of the Dersim History and Identity

DISCUSSANT
Egor Lazarev
(Columbia U, US)
< el2666@columbia.edu >
PANEL R1
The Patterns of Post-Soviet Intellectual Migration

CHAIR
Richard Arnold
(Muskingum U, US)
< drrarnold22@outlook.com >

PAPERS
Andrei Korobkov
(Middle Tennessee State U, US)
< andrei.korobkov@mtsu.edu >
Russian Brain Drain: A Curse or a Blessing?

Vladimir Mukomel
(Institute of Sociology, Moscow, Russia)
< mukomel@mail.ru >
Skilled Migrants on the Russian Labour Market: Professional Mobility

Evgeni Varshaver
Anna Rocheva
(Center for Migration and Ethnicity Research, Moscow, Russia)
< varshavere@gmail.com > < anna.rocheva@gmail.com >
Migrant Integration in Russia and Moscow’s “Ethnic Cafes”

Shushanik Makaryan
(Pennsylvania State U, US)
< shushanik.makaryan@email.wsu.edu >
Migration-Development Nexus in Post-Soviet States: Policies on the Incorporation of Labour Migrants and “Diasporas” in Homeland Development

DISCUSSANT
Elise Giuliano
(Columbia U, US)
< eg599@columbia.edu >
PANEL TK8
*Mobilizing for Justice and Pluralism: Gezi Park Protests and New Forms of Anti-Hegemonic Resistance in Turkey*

**CHAIR**
Despina Lalaki  
(NYU, US)  
< dl72@nyu.edu >

**PAPERS**

**Aviad Rubin**  
(U of Haifa, Israel)  
< aviadrubin@poli.haifa.ac.il >

*The Perils of Hegemonic Political Culture: What can Kemalism and AKPism Teach us about Regime Transition in the Middle East?*

**Yusuf Sarfati**  
(Illinois State U, US)  
< ysarfat@ilstu.edu >

*Dynamics of Mobilization and Alliance Building during Gezi Park Protests*

**Sultan Tepe**  
(U of Illinois, Chicago, US)  
< sultant@uic.edu >

*“Don’t Touch My Neighbor and Neighborhood”: Urban Transformation and Citizen (Dis)empowerment in Turkey*

**Asli Igsiz**  
(NYU, US)  
< asli.igsiz@nyu.edu >

*The Rise of Authoritarianism, the Gezi Protests, and Poetic Justice in Turkey*

**Kumru Toktamis**  
(Pratt Institute, NY, US)  
< ktoktami@pratt.edu >

*Gezi and Contesting Definitions of Nationhood and Citizenship.*

**DISCUSSANT**
Gökce Yurdakul  
(Humboldt U, Berlin)  
< gokce.yurdakul@sowi.hu-berlin.de >
PANEL U8
*Executive, Legislative and Civic Power in Ukraine*

**CHAIR**
Peride Kaleagasi  
(Independent Scholar, NY)  
< peride@yahoo.com >

**PAPERS**
Viatcheslav Avioutskii  
(École des Dirigeants et Créateurs d’Entreprise, France)  
< avioutskii@yahoo.fr >
*Building the Power Vertical in Ukraine: The Analysis of Trajectories of Governors*

Olena Nikolayenko  
(Fordham U, US)  
< onikolayenko@fordham.edu >
*Mass Perceptions of Electoral Integrity and Voting in Ukraine*

Svitlana Khutka  
(U Kyiv Mohyla Academy, Ukraine)  
< accolada_light@yahoo.com >
*Patriotic or Happy? National Pride, Happiness and Protest Readiness in Ukraine and Post-Socialist Societies*

Ioulia Shukan  
(U Paris-Ouest Nanterre, France)  
< ioulia.shukan@gmail.com >
*The Phenomenon “Euromaïdan”: A Multi-Level Analysis of a Protest Movement*

**DISCUSSANT**
Maria Popova  
(McGill U, Canada)  
< maria.popova@mcgill.ca >
THURSDAY APRIL 24TH // SESSION III // 4:00 - 6:00 PM

PANEL B015
Book Panel on Montserrat Guibernau’s Belonging: Solidarity and Division in Modern Societies (Polity, 2013)

CHAIR
Eduard Vallory
(NYU, US)
< ev627@nyu.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Karl Cordell
(Plymouth U, UK)
< k.cordell@plymouth.ac.uk >

Dominique Arel
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< darel@uottawa.ca >

Yitzhak Brudny
(Hebrew U, Israel)
< ybrudny@aol.com >

Montserrat Guibernau
(Queen Mary, U of London)
< m.guibernau@qmul.ac.uk >
PANEL BK9

*Football and Nationalism*

**CHAIR**

*Elga Castro*

(New School U, US)

< elguilla@gmail.com >

**PAPERS**

*Neven Andjelic*

(Regent's U London, UK)

< neven.andjelic@gmail.com >

*Yugoslavia: Politics, Nationalism and Football from the Foundation to the Disintegration*

*Dario Brentin*

(U College London, UK)

< dario.brentin@gmx.at >

*“I Feel Like a Real Croatian Now!“: Sport, “Race” and Ethnicity in Post-Socialist Croatia*

*Ronan Evain*

(U Paris VIII, France)

< ronan.evain@gmail.com >

*From Manezhnaya Square to Biriulevo Market: Social Dynamics and Political Activism of Football Fans in the Russian Federation*

**DISCUSSANT**

*Filip Erdeljac*

(NYU, US)

< filip.erdeljac@gmail.com >
PANEL BK22
Rethinking Post-Communist Memory Politics: Reinvention, Prolongation, Equation

CHAIR
Martin Pogacar
(Center for Interdisciplinary Research, Slovenia)
< martin.pogacar@zrc-sazu.si >

PAPERS
Daniela Koleva
(Sofia U, Bulgaria)
< koleva@phls.uni-sofia.bg >
Re-Inventing the Past: Memory and Counter-Memory, Strategies and Tactics, Activists and Entrepreneurs

Ljiljana Radonic
(Institute of Cultural Studies and Theatre History, Vienna, Austria)
< ljiljana.radonic@univie.ac.at >
Equation vs./as Europeanization? Holocaust and Gulag in Post-Communist Memorial Museums

Oto Luthar
(U of Nova Gorica, Slovenia)
< oto.luthar@zrc-sazu.si >
Prolongation: A Symptom of Post-Communist Memory Culture/s

Zoltan Dujisin
(Columbia U, US)
< znd2102@columbia.edu >
Institutionalizing a Collective Memory of “Totalitarianism”: The Post-Communist Right and the Europolitics of Interest Alignment

DISCUSSANT
Michael Shafir
(Babes-Bolyai U, Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
< shafirmchl@yahoo.com >
PANEL CE2

Legal, Political and Social Definitions of Membership in a Political Community: Central Europeans and the Roma

CHAIR
Zsuzsa Csergő
(Queen’s U, Canada)
< Csergő @queensu.ca >

PAPERS

Nóra Chronowski
(Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest)
< chronowski.nora@tk.mta.hu >
A Nation Torn Apart by its Constitution?
The Hungarian Constitution of 2011 and the Question of Ethnicity

Margit Feischmidt
(Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest)
< margit.feischmidt@tk.mta.hu >
The Collective Criminalization of Roma in Central and Eastern Europe: Social Causes, Circumstances, Consequences

Balázs Majtényi
(Eötvös Loránd U, Budapest, Hungary)
< majtenyi.balazs@tk.mta.hu >
The Use of the Concept of the Nation in the Hungarian “Fundamental Law” and Its Impact on Human Rights Protection

András L. Pap
(Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest)
< pap.andras.laszlo@tk.mta.hu >
The Racial-Ethnic-National Triad – and Beyond: Conceptualizing Minority Communities and Membership Boundaries

Szabolcs Pogonyi
(Central European U, Budapest, Hungary)
< pogonyi@ceu.hu >
Ethnic Preferentialism and International Law

DISCUSSANT
Douglas Holmes
(Binghamton U, SUNY, US)
< dholmes@binghamton.edu >
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PANEL CE13

The Holocaust and Memory in Central Europe

CHAIR
Richard Frankel  
(U of Louisiana, Lafayette, US)  
< frankel@louisiana.edu >

PAPERS

Hanna Schmidt Hollander  
(U of Hamburg, Germany/U of Virginia, US)  
< schmidthollaender@gmail.com >

*Identity in Crisis: Jewish Identity Policies in the Nazi Ghettos*

Andrew Kornbluth  
(U of California, Berkeley, US)  
< awk@berkeley.edu >

“A Country Without a Quisling”? Postwar Trials, the Holocaust, and the Limits of Retributive Justice in Poland

Anton Weiss-Wendt  
(Center for the Study of the Holocaust and Religious Minorities, Norway)  
< anton.weiss-wendt@hlsenteret.no >

*The Soviet Union and the Genocide Convention, 1946-1948: The Ideology of Defensive Self-Righteousness*

Nadine Blumer  
(US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC)  
< nadine.blumer@utoronto.ca >

*Networking Memory: Germany’s Holocaust Memorials to Roma and Jewish Victims in Comparative Perspective*

Magdalena Gross  
(Stanford U, US)  
< mgross1@stanford.edu >

*Struggling to Deal with the Difficult Past: Polish Students Confront the Holocaust*

DISCUSSANT

Aviel Roshwald  
(Georgetown U, US)  
< roshwaav@georgetown.edu >
PANEL EU8

Soviet Nationality Policy

CHAIR
Mary Yoshinari
(U of T, Canada)
<mary.yoshinari@utoronto.ca>

PAPERS
Maria Blackwood
(Harvard U, US)
<mbrown@fas.harvard.edu>
Personal Experiences of Nationality and Power in Early Soviet Kazakhstan

Charles Shaw
(U of California, Berkeley, US)
<cdshaw@berkeley.edu>
Love Letters to Inobad and Ogulkh: World War II and Soviet Nationality

Mariet Paranuk
(Waseda U, Japan)
<mariet paranuk01@gmail.com>
Soviet Nationalities Policy: Minority vs. Majority, and the Challenges of Integration of the North Caucasus

Sara Barbieri
(U of Bologna, Italy)
<barbieri.sara@gmail.com>
Bolshevik Nationality Policy and National Minorities: Structure and Functioning of People’s Commissariat for Nationalities Affairs (1917-1924)

DISCUSSANT
Allan Kagedan
(Carleton U, Canada)
<alkagedan@live.ca>
PANEL N7
Politics of Self-Determination in Catalonia and Scotland

CHAIR
Jennifer Dixon
(Villanova U, US)
<jennifer.m.dixon@villanova.edu>

PAPERS
Laia Balcells
(Duke U, US)
<laia.balcells@gmail.com>
Explaining Support for Secession in Catalonia

Agusti Colomines
(U of Barcelona, Spain)
<colomines@ub.edu>
Ethno-symbolism, Memory Sites and Nation-building:
The Basque Tree of Gernika and the Catalan Fossar de les Moreres

Timothy Waters
<tiwaters@indiana.edu>
(Indiana U Maurer School of Law, US)
Roads High and Low: Pathways to, and from, Scottish Secession

Sabrina Elena Sotiriu
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
<soti026@uottawa.ca>
In Reaction to an Ideological Other: Why Nationalism in Scotland is Left Wing

DISCUSSANT
Zeynep Bulutgil
(Tufts U, US)
<zeynep.bulutgil@tufts.edu>
PANEL R5

The Russian Far Right

CHAIR
Eleanor Knott
(LSE, UK)
< e.k.knott@lse.ac.uk >

PAPERS
Sofía Tipaldou
(Autónoma U of Barcelona, Spain)
< sofia.tipaldou@uab.eu >
Leaderless Führerprinzip: The Role of Leadership in the Study of the Russian Ultranationalist Movement

Marlene Laruelle
(George Washington U, US)
< laruelle@gwu.edu >
The National-Liberals beyond Navalny: Old Theories, New Politics?

Victor Shnirelman
(Institute of Ethnology, Moscow, Russia)
< shnirv@mail.ru >
Waiting for Anti-Christ:
The Orthodox Dogmas and Prophecies in National-Patriotic Media in post-Soviet Russia

Richard Arnold
(Muskingum U, US)
< drrarnold22@outlook.com >
The ‘Kondopoga Technology’ Compared:
An Analysis of 5 Russian Race Riot

Cynthia J. Buckley
(U of Illinois, Urbana, US)
< buckleyc@illinois.edu >
Variations in Anti-Migrant Violence by Nationality:
Evidence from the Russian Federation

DISCUSSANT
Olena Nikolayenko
(Fordham U, US)
< onikolayenko@fordham.edu >
PANEL U11
Assessing Oppositions Difficulties under Autocratic Systems: Comparative Studies of Belarus and Azerbaijan

CHAIR
Li Bennich-Björkman
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
< li.bennich-bjorkman@statsvet.uu.se >

PAPERS
Sofie Bedford
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
< sofie.bedford@ucrs.uu.se >
Ideological Hegemony versus the Perpetual Underdog:
Re-considering Democratic Opposition in Azerbaijan

Fabian Burkhardt
(Graduate School for East and South East European Studies, LMU Munich, Germany)
< fabian.burkhardt@gsi.uni-muenchen.de >
Regime Durability and Legitimacy:
The Consolidation of National Identity in Belarus

DISCUSSANT
Laurent Vinatier
(Thomas More Institute, France)
< l.vinatier@institut-thomas-more.org >
PANEL B03
Book Panel on Ian Buruma’s

CHAIR
Evgeny Finkel
(George Washington U, US)
< efinkel@email.gwu.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Eric Weitz
(City College, NY, US)
< eweitz@ccny.cuny.edu >

István Deák
(Columbia U, US)
< id1@columbia.edu >

Stathis Kalyvas
(Yale U, US)
< stathis.kalyvas@yale.edu >

Ian Buruma
(Bard College, US)
< buruma@bard.edu >
PANEL U15

*Euromaidan, the Fall of Yanukovych and Russian Intervention (Special Roundtable)*

**CHAIR**

Maria Popova  
(McGill U, Canada)  
< maria.popova@mcgill.ca >

**PARTICIPANTS**

Jennifer Carroll  
(U of Washington, US)  
< jencarr2@u.washington.edu >

Oxana Shevel  
(Tufts U, US)  
< oxana.shevel@tufts.edu >

Thorniké Gordadze  
(Institut de Hautes Etudes de Défense Nationale, Paris, France)  
< thornike.gordadze@sciencespo.fr >

Keith Darden  
(American U, US)  
< ktdarden@american.edu >

Dominique Arel  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< darel@uottawa.ca >
PANEL BK2

The Politics of Numbers: Censuses in the former Yugoslavia in Comparative Perspective—Comparative Insights

CHAIR
Soeren Keil
(Canterbury Christ Church U, UK)
< soeren.keil@canterbury.ac.uk >

PAPERS

Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
< florian.bieber@uni-graz.at >
Non-conformist Identities: Challenging Identity Categories

Laura Trimajova
(European Parliament, Brussels, Belgium)
< laura.trimajova@ep.europa.eu >
Statistics or Nationalism?
Attitude of Political Elites to Censuses in Bosnia and Serbia

Pieter Everaers
(European Commission, Luxembourg)
< Pieter.everaers@ec.europa.eu >
The 2011 Round of Population and Housing Censuses in the Western Balkans

DISCUSSANT
Tina Mavrikos-Adamou
(Hofstra U, US)
< tinamavadamou@gmail.com >
Once Again Together? Western Balkan Prospects after Croatia’s entry into the EU (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Francine Friedman
(Ball State U, US)
< fsfriedman@hotmail.com >

PRESENTATIONS
David Kanin
(Johns Hopkins U, US)
< dakanin@verizon.net >
Another Adjustment in the Balkans as Croatia Joins the EU

Milica Uvalic
(U of Perugia, Italy)
< uvalic@unipg.it >
Reshaping the EU Economic Policies in the Western Balkans: Challenges After the Croatian Membership

Dora Komnenovic
(Justus Liebig U, Germany)
< dora.komnenovic3@unibo.it >
Remembering the Past, Living the Present and Envisioning the Future in Former Yugoslav Countries

Julie Mostov
(Drexel U, US)
< mostovj@drexel.edu >
Once Again Together: Soft-Border Futures After Hard Border Wars?

Stefano Bianchini
(U of Bologna, Italy)
< stefano.bianchini@unibo.it >
The EU Enlargement Fatigue and the Unsettled Stability in Southeastern Europe: No Way Out?
PANEL BK17

Legacies of the Great War

CHAIR
Leone Musgrave
(Indiana U, US)
< mmusgrav@indiana.edu >

PAPERS
James Robertson
(NYU, US)
< jrob9782@gmail.com >
Fragile Borders, Groundless Communities: Milos Crnjanski's Modernist Nationalism Through the Lens of World War One

Mark Lewis
(CUNY Staten Island, US)
< mark.lewis@csi.cuny.edu >
The Serbian Secret Police and Ethnic Relations in Unoccupied Macedonia during World War One

Nadine Akhund
(Institute for International Relations and European Civilizations, France)
< nadine.akhund@gmail.com >

Stéphane Tison
(U du Maine, France)
< stephane.tison@univ-lemans.fr >
A War Correspondence: Nicholas Murray Butler and Paul d’Estournelles de Constant, 1914-1924

Dragan Bakic
(Institute for Balkan Studies, Belgrade, Serbia)
< drabakic@yahoo.com >
The White Hand: Myth versus Reality

DISCUSSANT
Sally Kent
(U of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, US)
< skent@uwsp.edu >
PANEL CE3

**Gender and Violence in a Comparative Perspective: Central Europe and the Balkans in the 20th Century**

**CHAIR**

Katalin Fábián  
(Lafayette College, US)  
< fabiank@lafayette.edu >

**PAPERS**

**Agatha Schwartz**  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< agathas@uottawa.ca >  
*Wartime Rapes, Trauma, Gender and Nation in A Woman in Berlin*

**Tatjana Takseva**  
(Saint Mary’s U, Canada)  
< tatjana.takseva@smu.ca >  
*Genocidal Rape, Motherhood, and the Discourse of National Identity on the Balkans*

**Judith Szapor**  
(McGill U, Canada)  
< judith.szapor@mcgill.ca>  
*Victim or Perpetrator? Gendered Violence and Anti-Semitic Propaganda in post-WWI Hungary in Cécile Tormay’s An Outlaw’s Diary*

**Sara Swerdlyk**  
(U College London, UK)  
< saraswerdlyk@gmail.com >  
*Gendering Genocide: Feminist Analysis and the Holocaust of Czech Roma*

**DISCUSSANT**

Louise Vasvári  
(NYU, US)  
< louise.vasvari@stonybrook.edu >
PANEL CE7  
*War, Society and the Nation in Central and Eastern Europe*

**CHAIR**  
Aviel Roshwald  
(Georgetown U, US)  
<roshwaav@georgetown.edu>

**PAPERS**  
Li Bennich-Björkman  
(Uppsala U, Sweden)  
<Li.Bennich-Bjorkman@statsvet.uu.se>  
*East European Patterns of Civil Resistance during the Cold War*

Isabelle Davion  
(U Paris-Sorbonne, France)  
<Isabelle.Davion@paris-sorbonne.fr>  
*Who Died for the Fatherland?  
Celebrating Victory in East-Central Europe after World War One*

Erin Hutchinson  
(Harvard U, US)  
<erinhutchinson@fas.harvard.edu>  
*Soviet Identity and Monuments to the Great Patriotic War in the Armenian and Moldovan SSRs*

Olga Konkka  
(U de Bordeaux, France)  
<o.konkka@gmail.com>  
*Memory of World War II in Contemporary Russian School History Textbooks*

**DISCUSSANT**  
Vejas Liulevicius  
(U of Tennessee, US)  
<vliulevi@utk.edu>
PANEL EU6
Ethnic Minority Politics in Eurasia

CHAIR
Maria Blackwood
(Harvard U, US)
< mblackwood@fas.harvard.edu >

PAPERS
Joldon Kutmanliev
(European U Institute, Italy)
< joldon@gmail.com >
Interethnic Cooperation and Violence in Southern Kyrgyzstan, 2010:
Intercommunal Pacts and Traditional Mediation

Zhyldyz Urbaeva
(Arizona State U, US)
< zurbaeva@asu.edu >
Aftermath of Ethnic Violence in Kyrgyzstan: Are There Differences in Perceptions of the Socio-Economic Environment Among Ethnic Groups?

Guangtian Ha
(Columbia U, US)
< gh2217@columbia.edu >
Neither Re-distribution Nor Recognition:
Regional Autonomy and the “National Question” in China

DISCUSSANT
Olivier Ferrando
(SciencesPo, Paris, France)
< olivierferrando@gmail.com >
PANEL K8
Identity, Memory and Minorities in the Southern Caucasus

CHAIR
Rusiko Amirejibi
(Columbia U, US)
< rusiko7@yahoo.com >

PAPERS
Magdalena Dembinska
(U de Montréal, Canada)
< magdalena.dembinska@umontreal.ca >
(Trans)Border Identity Practices and Transformations

Christofer Berglund
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
< christofer.berglund@statsvet.uu.se >
“Forward to David the Builder!“:
Armenians and Azerbaijanis under Georgia’s Civic Nationalism

Lala Aliyeva
(Baku State U, Azerbaijan)
< lale_agamirze@yahoo.com >
Problem of National Identity in Azerbaijan

Malkhaz Toria
(Illia State U, Georgia)
< malkhaztoria@yahoo.com >
Global/Local Re-bordering, “Territorialization of Memory” and
Ethnic Conflict in the Abkhazia Region of Georgia

DISCUSSANT
Donnacha Ó Beacháin
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
< donnacha.obeachain@dcu.ie >
PANEL M1

*Eastern European Diasporas*

CHAIR
László Marácz
(U of Amsterdam, Netherlands)
< l.k.maracz@uva.nl >

PAPERS

Irina Culic
(Babes-Bolyai U, Romania)
< irinaculic@yahoo.com >
*Ethnicity through Migration: A Social-Historical Relational Account of Ethnicity at Romanian Immigrants in Canada*

Méri Frotscher
(U of Western Parana, Brazil)
< merikramer@hotmail.com >
*Memory, Resentment and Politicization of Trauma: Narratives of World War II Refugees in Colony Entre Rios, Brazil*

Maria Koinova
(Warwick U, UK)
< m.koinova@warwick.ac.uk >
*Diasporas and State-building: Post-Independence Kosovo Factoring Diaspora Positionality Abroad*

DISCUSSANT
Cecile Moore
(Independent Scholar, Illinois, US)
< cecile.lavrut@gmail.com >
PANEL N9
*Nationalism, Institutions, and Participation*

**CHAIR**
*Yoav Peled*
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)
<poli1@post.tau.ac.il>

**PAPERS**

*Connie Robinson*
(Central Washington U, US)
<crobinson@cwu.edu>
*Identity in Action: Construction of National Identity through Democratic Participation*

*Karen Bird*
(McMaster U, US)
<kbird@mcmaster.ca>
*Dual Versus Nested Quotas: The Interaction of Ethnic and Gender Quotas in Electoral Politics*

*Jonathan Blake*
(Columbia U, US)
<jsb2177@columbia.edu>
*The Variety of Political Rituals: A Typological Analysis*

*Tom Villis Mireille Hebing*
(Regent's U London, UK)
<Villist@regents.ac.uk> <hebingm@regents.ac.uk>
*Discourses of Englishness in the Construction of Mosques: The Experience of Cambridge*

**DISCUSSANT**
*Aliza Rebecca Luft*
(U of Wisconsin Madison, US)
<aluft@ssc.wisc.edu>
PANEL R9

Culture and National Identity in Russia

CHAIR
Marharyta Fabrykant
(Belarusian State U, Minsk/Columbia U, US)
< marharyta.fabrykant@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Yuliya Minkova
(Virginia Tech U, US)
< yuliyam1@vt.edu >
The Case of the Missing Dash: Examining Ethnic Mythology in German Sadulaev’s I am a Chechen! in the Context of post-Soviet Nationalism

Sanna Turoma
(U of Helsinki, Finland)
< sanna.turoma@helsinki.fi >
Post-Soviet Nostalgia for Imperial Space: Politics of Remembering and Forgetting in Karen Shakhnazarov’s The Vanished Empire (2008)

Nina Wieda
(Middlebury College, US)
< nwieda@middlebury.edu >
Russianness as Humanity: Defining Russian National Identity Through Moral Categories in Contemporary Russian Literature

DISCUSSANT
Kate Graney
(Skidmore College, US)
< kgraney@skidmore.edu >
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PANEL TK6
The Revolutionary Nationalist Organizations (Komitadji) from the Balkans to Caucasus

CHAIR
Elizabeth Pertner
(George Washington U, US)
< ebpertner@gwmail.gwu.edu >

PAPERS
Tetsuya Sahara
(Meiji U, Japan)
< ac00091@kisc.meiji.ac.jp >
Komitadjis and their International Activities

Junko N. Sahara
(Bilkent U, Turkey)
< junko.sahara@bilkent.edu.tr >
The Muslim Revolutionary Movements and the Making of the Mountainous Republic of the Northern Caucasus

M. Hakan Yavuz
(U of Utah, US)
< hakan.yavuz@poli-sci.utah.edu >
Armenian Revolutionaries and Said Nursi

Alp Yenen
(U of Basel, Switzerland)
< alp.yenen@unibas.ch >
Reframing Contentious Politics in Late Ottoman Empire: Conceptualizing and Analyzing the Komitadji Phenomenon

DISCUSSANT
Ramazan H. Oztan
(U of Utah, US)
< ramazan.oztan@utah.edu >
PANEL U6

Polish-Ukraine Violence

CHAIR
Klaus Bachmann
(U of Social Sciences and Humanities, Poland)
< k.bachmann@feps.pl >

PAPERS

Ivan Katchanovski
(U Ottawa, Canada)
< ikatchan@uottawa.ca >
*Ethnic Cleansing, Genocide or Ukrainian-Polish Conflict?*
*The Mass Murder of Poles by the OUN and the UPA in Volhynia*

Shona Allison
(U of Alberta, Canada)
< sallison@ualberta.ca >
*The Ukrainian Insurgent Army and Operation Vistula:*
*Regional Deconstructions of Polish Collective Memory*

Pawel Markiewicz
(Jagiellonian U, Poland)
< pawel_mark@yahoo.com >
*Historical Memories and Interpretations:*
*From Volhynia 1943 to Operation “Wisla” 1947*

Agnieszka Pasieka
(Institute of Slavic Studies, Poland)
< aga.pasieka@gmail.com >
*Reenacting Ethnic Cleansing:*
*On the Role of History and Historians in Shaping Polish-Ukrainian Relations*

DISCUSSANT
Jared McBride
(UCLA, US)
< jaredhw61@yahoo.com >
PANEL B011

Book Panel on Ipek Yosmaoglu’s

CHAIR
Elektra Kostopoulou
(NYU, US)
< ek1819@nyu.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Antonis Hadjikyriacou
(Princeton U, US)
< antonis.hadji@gmail.com >

Edin Hajdarpasic
(Loyola U Chicago, US)
< ehajdarpasic@luc.edu >

Max Bergholz
(Concordia U, US)
< max.bergholz@concordia.ca >

Stathis Kalyvas
(Yale U, US)
< stathis.kalyvas@yale.edu >

Ipek Yosmaoglu
(Northwestern U, US)
< i-yosmaoglu@northwestern.edu >
PANEL BK16

Democratization and EU Integration of the Balkans

CHAIR
Nina Caspersen
(U of York, UK)
<nina.caspersen@york.ac.uk>

PAPERS
Pellumb Kelmendi
(Brown U, US)
<pellumb_kelmendi@brown.edu>
When Rebels become Politicians: The Political Transformation of Former Rebel Organizations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, and Macedonia

James Dawson
(U College London, UK)
<jamesdawson79@yahoo.co.uk>
The Elusive Liberal Citizen: Democratization and Public Spheres in Serbia and Bulgaria

Roswitha M. King
(Østfold U College, Norway)
<roswitha.king@hiof.no>
The Role of Migration and Ethnicity in Explaining Public Support for the EU in the Western Balkans

Paula Pickering
(College of William and Mary, US)
<pmpick@wm.edu>
Evaluating the EU State-building Model in the Western Balkans: The Cases of Public Administration and Local Governance

DISCUSSANT
Michael Toomey
(Rutgers U, US)
<mitoomey@scarletmail.rutgers.edu>
PANEL BK23

New Forms of Political Participation for Minorities: Opportunities and Challenges

CHAIR
Hurst Hannum
(Tufts U, US) <hurst.hannum@tufts.edu>

PAPERS

Zoltan Kantor
(Pázmány Péter Catholic U, Hungary) <zoltan.kantor@bgazrt.hu>

Citizenship, Out of Country Vote: Political Participation in Two Political Communities

Balázs Vizi
(Institute for Minority Studies, Budapest, Hungary) <Vizi.Balazs@tk.mta.hu>

Political Participation and Consultative Rights: The Case of Kosovo

Marius Calu
(U of London, UK) <m.i.calu@qmul.ac.uk>

Integration or Segregation of the Non-Serb Minority Communities in Kosovo: The Detrimental Role of “Excessive” Rights

Norbert Toth
(National U of Public Service, Hungary) <toth.norbert@uni-nke.hu>

The EU Accession of Croatia and How it Affected the Improvement of the Croatian Legislation on Minority Rights

Edgar Dobos
(Corvinus U, Budapest, Hungary) <edgar.dobos@uni-corvinus.hu>

International Actors, Kin-State Governments, Local Inter- and Intraethnic Relational Dynamics in Kosovo and Bosnia-Herzegovina

DISCUSSANT
Lidia Balogh
(Centre for Social Studies, Budapest, Hungary) <lidia.balogh@gmail.com>
PANEL CE14

*German National Identity and Nationalism*

**CHAIR**

Margit Feischmidt  
(Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest)  
< margit.feischmidt@tk.mta.hu >

**PAPERS**

**Stephanie Skier**  
(LSE, UK/Columbia U, US)  
< s.skier@lse.ac.uk >

*Romania as a Space of German Cultural Work, Circa 1900*

**Peter Polak-Springer**  
(Qatar U, Doha)  
< ppspringer@qu.edu.qa >

*Census or Plebiscite? National Indifference and Census Taking in the German-Polish Upper Silesian Borderland, 1919-1950*

**Dallas Scouton-Johnson**  
(Florida State U, US)  
< dscout@brandeis.edu >

*Ideological Indoctrination: Nazi Germany's Kinderlandverschikung (KLV) Program, 1940-1945*

**Georgi Verbeeck**  
(Maastricht U, The Netherlands)  
< georgi.verbeeck@maastrichtuniversity.nl >

*Unsere Mütter, Unsere Väter (Generation War): Memory of the Second World War and German-Polish Relations*

**DISCUSSANT**

Richard Frankel  
(U of Louisiana, Lafayette, US)  
< frankel@louisiana.edu >
PANEL CE24
Film, Theatre and Nation in Central Europe

CHAIR
Cristina Dragomir
(SUNY, Oswego, US)
< cristina.dragomir@oswego.edu >

PAPERS
Jurgita Staniskyte
(Vytautas Magnus U, Lithuania)
< j.staniskyte@mf.vdu.lt >
Power to the People?: Forms of Audience Engagement in Post-Soviet Lithuania

Anna Misiak
(Falmouth U, UK)
< anna.misiak@falmouth.ac.uk >
Gazing at the Communist Society from the Female Perspective:
Women Making Documentaries in 1960s-1970s Poland

Elena Popan
(U of Texas Austin, US)
< elena_popan@utexas.edu >
Ambivalent Representations of Roma in Post-Communist Balkan Cinema

DISCUSSANT
Alan Joshua Itkin
(NYU, US)
< alan.itkin@nyu.edu >
PANEL K9
*The Stone Dreams Dispute: Literature and the Nagorno Karabagh Conflict (Roundtable)*

CHAIR
Thomas de Waal
(Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, DC, US)
<tdewaal@ceip.org>

PARTICIPANTS
Mikail Mamedov
(George Mason U, US)
<mmamedov@gmu.edu>

Emil Sanamyan
(Virginia Tech U, US)
<sanamyan@gmail.com>

Ulvi Ismayil
(Independent Scholar, Virginia, US)
<ulvi.ismayil@gmail.com>
PANEL N3

*Internal Dynamics of Political Violence*

**CHAIR**

*David Siroky*
(Arizona State U, US)
< david.siroky@asu.edu >

**PAPERS**

*Costantino Pischedda*
(Columbia U, US)
< cp2417@columbia.edu >

*Fighting the Wrong Enemy? Explaining Inter-Rebel War*

*Aurora Madaula*
(U of Barcelona, Spain)
< auroramadaula@gmail.com >

*The Algerian Factor on ETA’s Terrorism: From the Selected Target to the Massive Attack*

*Danielle Gilbert*
(George Washington U, US)
< gilbertd@gwmail.gwu.edu >

*Eulogizing National Violence, Affirming Divine Right, or Glorifying Liberal Values? Explaining Variation in National Anthem Types*

**DISCUSSANT**

*Kyle Estes*
(U of Illinois, Urbana, US)
< kestes3@illinois.edu >
PANEL R7
Central Asian and Caucasus Migrants in Russia

CHAIR
Elise Giuliano
(Columbia U, US)
< eg599@columbia.edu >

PAPERS
Bhavna Dave
(SOAS, U of London, UK)
< bd4@soas.ac.uk >
Moscow’s Migration Market: Corruption, Ethnic Profiling and [Il]legalization of Central Asian Migrants

Linda Cook
(Brown U, US)
< linda_cook@brown.edu >
Tajik Migrants and Medical Care in Russia’s Fragmented Welfare State

Natalia Zotova
(Institute of Ethnology, Moscow, Russia)
< nat.zotova@gmail.com >
Female Migrants from Central Asia in Russia: Vulnerability and Sexual Risks

Beata Burzynska
(U of Bologna, Italy)
< beate.burzynska@gmail.com >
“Chornyye go home!”: Hostility and Violence towards Migrants from Central Asia and the Caucasus in the Russian Federation

Ulrike Ziemer
(U of Winchester, UK)
< ulrike.ziemer@winchester.ac.uk >
Beyond Continuity and Change: Armenian Youth and Gender in Russia

DISCUSSANT
Leah Haus
(Vassar College, US)
< lehaus@vassar.edu >
PANEL TK4
Memories of Conflict, Deportation, and Coexistence on the Aegean

CHAIR
Asli Igsiz
(NYU, US) < asli.igsiz@nyu.edu >

PAPERS
Avi Mizrahi
(U of Bologna, Italy) < avimizrahi13@yahoo.com.tr >
The State’s Constructive Role on Music Culture: A Comparative Analysis of Folk Music in Turkey and Rebetika in Greece

Gülen Göktürk
Onur Yildirim
(Middle East Technical U, Turkey) < gulen.gokturk@gmail.com > < onuryil@metu.edu.tr >
The Exchange of Unexchangeables: The Protestant Greeks of Asia Minor from Conversion to Transfer

Georgios Kritikos
(Harokopio U, Greece) < kritigeo@hotmail.com >
Memories of Violence by Asia Minor Refugees: The Case of Patients in the Dromokaition Lunatic Hospital in Athens

Hazal Papuccular
(Bogazici U, Turkey) < hazalp@gmail.com >
Fragmented Memories: The Dodecanese Islands during the Second World War

Enis Erdem Aydin
(Bogazici U, Turkey) < eerdemaydin@gmail.com >
“The Separated Letters”: The Ottoman Alphabet Reform as a Gateway to Competing Nationalisms

DISCUSSANT
Elektra Kostopoulou
(NYU, US) < ek1819@nyu.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 25TH // SESSION VI // 11:20 AM - 1:20 PM

PANEL U5
Identity Formation in Ukraine in the Last Century

CHAIR
Sofia Tipaldou
(Autònoma U of Barcelona, Spain)
< sofia.tipaldou@uab.eu >

PAPERS
Zenon Wasyliw
(Ithaca College, US)
< wasyliw@ithaca.edu >
Cultural Transformation in the Soviet Ukrainian Countryside of the 1920s:
Conceptualizing a History of Identities and Values in the Ukrainian Village

Iryna Vushko
(CUNY, US)
< iryna.vushko@hunter.cuny.edu >
From Promise to Terror:
Becoming Socialist in Imperial Austria, Poland, and Soviet Ukraine

Sofiya Grachova
(Harvard U, US)
< grachova@fas.harvard.edu >
Racial Science and the Construction of Ukrainian National Identities
Across Political Borders, 1914-1949

Stephen Shulman
(Southern Illinois U, Carbondale, US)
< shulman@siu.edu >
The Foundations of Support for Cultural Cosmopolitanism: Ukraine 2011

DISCUSSANT
Hugo Lane
(Independent Scholar, NY, US)
< hugolane@gmail.com >
FRIDAY APRIL 25TH // SESSION VI // 11:20 AM - 1:20 PM

PANEL B012  
Book Panel on Jan Grabowski’s Hunt for the Jews: Betrayal and Murder in German-Occupied Poland (Indiana, 2013)

CHAIR  
Elissa Bemporad  
(CUNY Queens College, US)  
< elissa.bemporad@qc.cuny.edu >

PARTICIPANTS  
Martin Dean  
(US Holocaust Memorial, DC)  
< mdean@ushmm.org >

Piotr Wrobel  
(U of Toronto, Canada)  
< piotr.wrobel@utoronto.ca >

David Engel  
(NYU, US)  
< de2@nyu.edu >

Jan Grabowski  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< jgrabows@uottawa.ca >
PANEL U16
Special Roundtable: Maidan and Social Media

CHAIR
Evgeny Finkel
(George Washington U, US)
< efinkel@email.gwu.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
William Risch
(Georgia College, US)
< william.risch@gcsu.edu >

Joshua Tucker
(NYU, US)
< joshua.tucker@nyu.edu >

Olga Onuch
(Nuffield College, UK)
< olga.onuch@nuffield.ox.ac.uk >

Mark Beissinger
(Princeton U, US)
< mbeissin@princeton.edu >
PANEL BK7

Dealing with the Past in the Balkans

CHAIR
Ljiljana Radonic
(Institute of Cultural Studies and Theatre History, Vienna, Austria)
<ljiljana.radonic@univie.ac.at>

PAPERS

Gruia Badescu
(U of Cambridge, UK)
<gb413@cam.ac.uk>
Architectures of Victimhood and Responsibility: Urban Reconstruction and Coming to Terms with the Past in Belgrade and Sarajevo

Elife Krasniqi
(U of Graz, Austria)
<elikrasniqi@gmail.com>
Collective Memory “Improving” the Past, Shaping the Future: Monuments and Memorial Sites in Post-War Kosovo

Jovana Mihajlović Trbovc
(Peace Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia)
<jovana.mihajlovic@gmail.com>
Beyond the Acknowledgement vs. Denial Dichotomy: Narratives of Public Memory in Prijedor at the Backdrop of Transitional Justice

Iva Pauker
(U of Melbourne, Australia)
<iva.pauker@gmail.com>
ICTY, Reconciliation and Public Perception in Bosnia and Herzegovina

DISCUSSANT
Elazar Barkan
(Columbia U, US)
<eb2302@columbia.edu>
PANEL BK8  
*The Memory of Socialism*

**CHAIR**  
Halyna Mokrushyna  
(U Ottawa, Canada)  
< halyna_mok@videotron.ca >

**PAPERS**  
**Raluca Mateoc**  
(U of Fribourg, Switzerland)  
< ralucaanamaria.mateoc@unifr.ch >  
*Remembering Life in the Romanian Collectivized Village: Constructing and Contesting the Past in Narrative Interviews*

**Adrian Popan**  
(U of Texas Austin, US)  
< adrian.popan@utexas.edu >  
*The Dead Dragon and the Flies: The Socialist Residential Architecture from Infrastructural Violence to Sustainable Solutions*

**Martin Pogacar**  
(Center for Interdisciplinary Research, Slovenia)  
< martin.pogacar@zrc-sazu.si >  
*Gadgets and Memories: On the Changing Notions of Socialist Past and Post-Socialist Present*

**Dalibor Misina**  
(Lakehead U, Canada)  
< dmisina@lakeheadu.ca >  
*Beyond Nostalgia: “Extrospective Introspections” of the Post-Yugoslav Memory of Socialism*

**DISCUSSANT**  
**Cristina Dragomir**  
(SUNY, Oswego, US)  
< cristina.dragomir@oswego.edu >
PANEL BK26
*A “Bosnian Spring”?*
*Prospects for Change in Bosnia and Herzegovina* *(Roundtable)*

**CHAIR**
Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
< florian.bieber@uni-graz.at >

**PARTICIPANTS**
Danijela Majstorović
(U of Banja Luka, Bosnia-Herzegovina)
< majstorovic.danijela@gmail.com >

Elissa Helms
(CEU, Budapest, Hungary)
< helmse@ceu.hu >

Jasmina Husanović
(U of Tuzla, Bosnia-Herzegovina)
< makjasmina@yahoo.co.uk >
PANEL CE12
Conflict and Difference in Baltic History

CHAIR
Máté Rigó
(Cornell U, US)
< mr633@cornell.edu >

PAPERS
Frédéric Dessberg
(U Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, France)
< freddessberg@yahoo.fr >
France and the Polish-Lithuanian Crisis in the 1920s:
Between National Arguments and International Issues

Juozas A. Kazlas
(Independent Scholar, NY, US)
< kazlas@aya.yale.edu >
The Kazlauskas Survey:
Ethnic and Socio-Economic Differences in Kaunas in the 1930s

Anna Jürgens
(U of Heidelberg, Germany)
< anne.juergens@uni-heidelberg.de >
The Impact of Soviet Migration Processes on Political Transition and
Social Integration in the Baltic States and Ukraine: A Comparative Analysis

Jane Kitaevich
(Harvard U, US)
< ekitaevich@fas.harvard.edu >
Tales from the Past: The Battle over Clio in Estonia and Georgia in the Post-Soviet Era

DISCUSSANT
Bradley Woodworth
(Yale U, US)
< bwoodworth@newhaven.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 25TH // SESSION VII // 2:50 - 4:50 PM

PANEL EU4
Informal Governance Mechanisms in Central Asia

CHAIR
Cory Welt
(George Washington U, US)
< cwelt@gwu.edu >

PAPERS

Eric McGlinchey
(George Mason U, US)
< emcglinc@gmu.edu >
Settling Scores in Central Asia

Dina Sharipova
(KIMEP U, Kazakhstan)
< dina.sharipova@kimep.kz >
State, Blat and Access to Resources: A Comparative Analysis of Soviet and Post-Soviet Kazakhstan

Kathleen Collins
(U of Minnesota, US)
< colli433@umn.edu >
The Corruption-Democracy Nexus: Mass Perceptions of Corruption and Support for Democracy in Post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan

Yulia Poskakukhina
< y.poskakukhina@uva.nl >
(U of Amsterdam, Netherlands)
Between the Capitalist and the Patrimonial: Aid Agents and VAT Reform in Kyrgyzstan

DISCUSSANT
Larry Markowitz
(Rowan U, US)
< markowitzl@rowan.edu >
PANEL K2

Legacies of Conflict in the Caucasus: State-Building, Resistance, and Insurgency

CHAIR
Arturas Rozenas
(NYU, US)
< arturas.rozenas@nyu.edu >

PAPERS

John O’Loughlin
(U of Colorado at Boulder, US)
< johno@colorado.edu >
Internal and External Dynamics of Post-War State-Building in De Facto States

Lee J.M. Seymour
(U of Leiden, Netherlands)
< ljmseymour@gmail.com >
From Civil Resistance to War in Karabakh and Abkhazia

David Siroky
Valeriy Dzutsev
(Arizona State U, US)
< david.siroky@asu.edu > < vdzutsev@asu.edu >
The Empire Strikes Back: Ethnicity, Information and Indiscriminate Violence in Counterinsurgency Warfare

Edward C. Holland
(Miami U, US)
< hollanec@miamioh.edu >
Chechenization Writ Large?
An Empirical Test of Russian Policy in the North Caucasus

Yuri Zhukov
(Harvard U, US)
< zhukov@fas.harvard.edu >
Forcible Disarmament and Rebellion in the 1920s North Caucasus

DISCUSSANT
Michael Hechter
(Arizona State U, US)
< michael.hechter@asu.edu >
PANEL M7
Gender and Migration

CHAIR
Tara McCrimmon
(Columbia U, US)
< trm2131@columbia.edu >

PAPERS
Robert Sata
(Central European U, Budapest, Hungary)
< satar@ceu.hu >
Intersectional Dialogues: Ethnic Diversity, Migration, and Gender Equality in Trans-European Political Discourse

Tamar Shirinian
(Duke U, US)
< trs14@duke.edu >
"There Are No Families in Armenia": Post-Soviet Anxieties of Sexuality and Emigration in Yerevan

Nelli Sargsyan
(SUNY Albany, US)
< nsargsyan@albany.edu >
No “Contamination”: On Nationalist Anxieties around Queer Ethnosexual Belonging in Armenia and Transnational Armenian Public Spheres

DISCUSSANT
Natalia Stepaniuk
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< natalia.stepaniuk@gmail.com >
PANEL N6

Israel and the Palestinians: Power-Sharing or Partition as Options for Peace (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Karl Cordell
(Plymouth U, UK)
<k.cordell@plymouth.ac.uk>

PARTICIPANTS

Uriel Abulof
(Princeton U, US)
<uabulof@princeton.edu>
Middle Ground or Common Ground?
The Political Ethics of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict

Benny Miller
(U of Haifa, Israel)
<bmiller@poli.haifa.ac.il>
Why Partition is the Solution to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict

Brendan O’Leary
(U of Pennsylvania, US)
<boleary@sas.upenn.edu>
Power-Sharing and Partition amid Israel-Palestine

Asaf Siniver
(U of Birmingham, UK)
<a.siniver@bham.ac.uk>
Arbitrating the Two-State Solution
PANEL R4
Representations on the Border:
Recent Research from the Republic of Buryatia

CHAIR
Justine Quijada
(Wesleyan U, US)
< jquijada@wesleyan.edu >

PAPERS
Nikolay Tsyrempilov
(Princeton Institute for Advanced Study, US)
< tsyrempilov@gmail.com >
From “Harmful Superstition” to “Noble Paganism”:
Tibetan Buddhism in Christian Orthodox Polemic Literature of the 19th Century

Melissa Chakars
(Saint Joseph’s U, US)
< mchakars@sju.edu >
Steppe Fires, Flowers, and Communists: Brezhnev Era TV Shows
to Promote Modernity and National Identity in Buryatia

Kathryn Graber
(Indiana U, US)
< graberk@indiana.edu >
How To Be a Buryat Journalist:
Institutionalizing Ethnonational Representation in Siberia

Eric Stephen
(Wesleyan U, US)
< estephen@wesleyan.edu >
Buryats on the Global Shamanic Circuit:
Performing Ethnonational Identity on Olkhon Island

DISCUSSANT
Elizabeth L. Sweet
(Temple U, US)
< bsweet@temple.edu >
PANEL R4

Representations on the Border:
Recent Research from the Republic of Buryatia

CHAIR
Justine Quijada
(Wesleyan U, US)
<jquiijada@wesleyan.edu>

PAPERS
Nikolay Tsyrempilov
(Princeton Institute for Advanced Study, US)
<tsyrempilov@gmail.com>
From “Harmful Superstition” to “Noble Paganism”:
Tibetan Buddhism in Christian Orthodox Polemic Literature of the 19th Century

Melissa Chakars
(Saint Joseph’s U, US)
<mchakars@sju.edu>
Steppe Fires, Flowers, and Communists: Brezhnev Era TV Shows to Promote Modernity and National Identity in Buryatia

Kathryn Graber
(Indiana U, US)
<graberk@indiana.edu>
How To Be a Buryat Journalist:
Institutionalizing Ethnonational Representation in Siberia

Eric Stephen
(Wesleyan U, US)
<estephen@wesleyan.edu>
Buryats on the Global Shamanic Circuit:
Performing Ethnonational Identity on Olkhon Island

DISCUSSANT
Elizabeth L. Sweet
(Temple U, US)
<bsweet@temple.edu>
PANEL CE25
The 2014 Hungarian Election in Comparative Perspective
(Special Roundtable)

CHAIR
Zsuzsa Csergő
(Queen's U, Canada)
< csergo@queensu.ca >

PARTICIPANTS
Szabolcs Pogonyi
(Central European U, Budapest, Hungary)
< pogonyi@ceu.hu >

József Böröcz
(Rutgers U, US)
< jborocz@rutgers.edu >

Henry Hale
(George Washington U, US)
< hhale@gwu.edu >
PANEL U3

Journal of Ukrainian Society and Politics Launch:
The State of Ukrainian Studies (Roundtable)

CHAIR

Nadiya Kravets  
(Harvard U, US)  
< nkravets@fas.harvard.edu >

PARTICIPANTS

Paul D’Anieri  
(U of Florida, US)  
< danieri@clas.ufl.edu >
Ukrainian Politics and Social Science: The State of the Field

Maria Popova  
(McGill U, Canada)  
< maria.popova@mcgill.ca >
A Meta-Discussion of Ukrainian Politics Research:
Results from a Bibliometric Study

Dominique Arel  
(U Ottawa, Canada)  
< darel@uottawa.ca >
The Social-Scientification of Ukrainian Studies:
Experience from the Danyliw Seminar

Oxana Shevel  
(Tufts U, US)  
< oxana.shevel@tufts.edu >
Ukrainian Studies in Ukraine and in the West: How Similar, How Different?

Margarita M Balmaceda  
(Seton Hall U, US)  
< margarita.balmaceda@shu.edu >
Energy and Economics Research in Ukraine and Its Neighbors:
Challenges and Possibilities
PANEL B01
Book Panel on Donna Lee-Frieze’s
Totally Unofficial: The Autobiography of Raphael Lemkin
(Yale, 2013)

CHAIR
Joyce Apsel
(NYU, US)
< jaa5@nyu.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Peter Balakian
(Colgate U, US)
< p.balakian@colgate.edu >

Mark Lewis
(CUNY, US)
< mark.lewis@csi.cuny.edu >

Anton Weiss-Wendt
(Center for the Study of the Holocaust and Religious Minorities, Norway)
< anton.weiss-wendt@hlsenteret.no >

Donna Lee-Frieze
(U of Victoria, Australia/Center for Jewish History, US)
< donna-lee.frieze@deakin.edu.au >
PANEL B05

*Book Panel on Maria Koinova’s Ethnonationalist Conflict in Postcommunist States: Varieties of Governance in Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Kosovo (Pennsylvania, 2013)*

**CHAIR**
Myra Waterbury  
(Ohio U, US)  
< waterbur@ohio.edu >

**PARTICIPANTS**
Robert Rotberg  
(Harvard U, US)  
< robert_rotberg@ksg.harvard.edu >

Florian Bieber  
(U of Graz, Austria)  
< florian.bieber@uni-graz.at >

Fotini Christia  
(MIT, US)  
< cfotini@mit.edu >

Maria Koinova  
(Warwick U, UK)  
< m.koinova@warwick.ac.uk >
Panel BK6

Conflict Resolution in Bosnia and Kosovo

Chair
Anna Di Lellio
(New School, US)
< dilellia@newschool.edu >

Papers

Karlo Basta
(Memorial U of Newfoundland, Canada)
< kbasta@mun.ca >
State-Making Through the Bosnian Prism: Discursive Analysis of Institutional Design in Multiethnic Polities

Ana Kopren
(U of Graz, Austria)
< anakopren7@gmail.com >
Bridging Divided Ethnic Groups Through Business Cooperation of Small and Medium Enterprises in the Western Balkans

Nicholas Micinski
(The Graduate Center, CUNY, US)
< nmicinski@gc.cuny.edu >
Youth Organizations in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Safe Spaces or Covert Agendas?

Michael Rossi
(Rutgers U/Rowan U, US)
< mrossi1@rci.rutgers.edu >
Between Dayton and Ohrid: Serbian-Albanian Dialogue and Conflict Resolution in Kosovo

Elena Stavrevska
(Central European U, Budapest, Hungary)
stavrevska_elena@ceu-budapest.edu
“Svako sa svojima”: Governmentality of Ethnic Spaces and Conflict Resolution in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Discussant
India Kajosevic Skoric
(Kingsborough Community College CUNY, US)
< indira.skoric@kbcc.cuny.edu >
PANEL CE6
Transborder Transactions in Central Europe

CHAIR
Judith Szapor
(McGill U, Canada)
< judith.szapor@mcgill.ca>

PAPERS
Myra Waterbury
(Ohio U, US)
< waterbur@ohio.edu>
Beyond Ethnic Bargaining:
The Politics of Transborder Intra-Ethnic Cooperation and Competition

Agnes Vass
(Corvinus U, Budapest, Hungary)
< vass.agnes@tk.mta.hu>
Nationhood and Identity:
The Hungarian Community in Slovakia Between Two Political Spheres

Ana Ribeiro
(U of Paris Ouest, France)
< acbentoribeiro@hotmail.com>
Identities in Movement: Romanian Women and the Foreigner in Contemporary Cinema

Nicole White
(U of Connecticut, US)
< nicole.2.white@uconn.edu>
Writing the Intercultural Nation:
The Future of Citizenship and Nationality in Multiethnic Societies

DISCUSSANT
József Böröcz
(Rutgers U, US)
< jborocz@rutgers.edu>
PANEL CE10  
Seeking Baltic Balances Today

CHAIR  
Vejas Liulevicius  
(U of Tennessee, US)  
<vliulevi@utk.edu>

PAPERS  
Ineta Dabasinskiene  
(Vytautas Magnus U, Lithuania)  
<i.dabasinskiene@hmf.vdu.lt>  
Globalization, Multilingualism, and Social Exclusion in the Baltics

Licia Cianetti  
(U College London, UK)  
<l.cianetti@ucl.ac.uk>  
Representing Minorities in the City: Education Policies and Minority Opposition in the Capital Cities of Estonia and Latvia

Ieva Birka  
(U of Lucerne, Switzerland / U of Latvia, Riga)  
<ievagruzina@gmail.com>  
Evaluation of Dual Citizenship Regulation of Latvia in Accordance with Theories of Democracy

Kjetil Duvold  
(Dalarna U, Sweden)  
<dkjd@du.se>  
Balancing Demos and Democracy: Evidence from the Baltic States

DISCUSSANT  
Jennie Schulze  
(Duquesne U, US)  
<schulzej@duq.edu>
PANEL CE15
Central European and Balkans Nationalism

CHAIR
Georgi Verbeeck
(Maastricht U, The Netherlands)
< georgi.verbeeck@maastrichtuniversity.nl >

PAPER
Zachary Doleshal
(Sam Houston State U, US)
< zad007@shsu.edu >
Bat’a, Nationalism, and Internationalism, 1923-1941

Volha Charnysh
(Harvard U, US)
< vcharnysh@fas.harvard.edu >
Persistent Effects of Diversity: World War II Displacement and Attitudes Toward EU Integration

Vladislav Beronja
(U of Michigan, US)
< vladb@umich.edu >
Chronicles of the Dream Nation: Aleksandar Zograf’s Regards from Serbia

Robert Jenkins
(U of North Carolina, US)
< rjenkins@email.unc.edu >
Contested Nationalist Mobilization and the Development of Democratic Institutions: Comparing the Former Yugoslavia & South Africa

Adam Slaby
(U of Technology Chemnitz, Germany)
< slaby.ada@gmail.com >
Aiming for Symptoms, Not for the Causes: Analyzing the Fallacies and Shortcomings of the Roma Inclusion Policies in the Czech Republic

DISCUSSANT
Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
< sdeets@babson.edu >
PANEL EU2
*Intertwined Narratives of Trauma and Virtue: The Koreans in Central Asia*

**CHAIR**
Lynda Park  
(ASEEES, U of Pittsburgh, US)  
< lypark@pitt.edu >

**PAPERS**
Valeriy Khan  
(Institute of History, Tashkent, Uzbekistan)  
< khanval@yahoo.com >  
*Fantasizing the Tragedy of the Koryo Saram: Negative Narratives in Recent Literature on Central Asia’s Koreans*

Lisa Min  
(U of California, Berkeley, US)  
< lisamin@berkeley.edu >  
*Koryo Saram Arirang, the Impossibility of Narrative*

Steven Lee  
(U of California, Berkeley, US)  
< stevenlee@berkeley.edu >  
*Avant-Garde Routes for the Koreans of Central Asia*

**DISCUSSANT**
John Schoeberlein  
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)  
< john.schoeberlein@nu.edu.kz >
PANEL EU9
Regime Change: The View from Central Asia (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Michael Rywkin
(City College U, US)
< mrywkin@aol.com >

PARTICIPANTS
Edward Schatz
(U of Toronto Mississauga, Canada)
< ed.schatz@utoronto.ca >

Bhavna Dave
(SOAS, U of London, UK)
< bd4@soas.ac.uk >

Erlan Karin
(American U, US)
< erlankarin@gmail.com >

Olivier Ferrando
(SciencesPo, Paris, France)
< olivierferrando@gmail.com >
PANEL M8
*Homeland Policies toward Diasporas*

**CHAIR**
Natalia Stepaniuk  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< natalia.stepaniuk@gmail.com >

**PAPERS**

**Harris Mylonas**  
(George Washington U, US)  
< mylonas@gwu.edu >  
*Diaspora Management Policies in Comparative Perspective*

**Zach Adamz**  
(U of Kansas, US)  
< z727a373@ku.edu >  
*Mistaken Identity: The Origin of Koryo Saram and the Role of South Korea as Homeland*

**Cecile Moore**  
(Independent Scholar, Illinois, US)  
< cecile.lavrut@gmail.com >  
*How to Stay “Hungarian” Abroad: The Role of Cultural Institutions in Maintaining Ties with the Hungarian Diaspora in the US*

**Daniel Naujoks**  
(UNDP, NY, US)  
< daniel.naujoks@gmail.com >  
*The Nexus Between Diasporic Citizenship and Ethnic Identity: A Study of Overseas Indians in the US*

**DISCUSSANT**

Sabrina Elena Sotiriou  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< ssoti026@uottawa.ca >
PANEL N10
Building Nations and Crafting Subjects: The Politics of Nationhood in the Arabian Gulf

CHAIR
Murat Somer
(Koç U, Turkey)
< musomer@ku.edu.tr >

PAPERS
Madeleine Wells
(George Washington U, US)
< mhwells@gwu.edu >

Calvert Jones
(City College CUNY, US)
< cjones3@ccny.cuny.edu >
Outsourcing the Nation:
The Uncertain Role of Foreign Experts in Nation-Building in the Persian Gulf

Noora Lori
(Harvard Academy, US)
< nooralori@gmail.com >
Offshore Citizenship:
A Market Solution to the Problem of Migrant Incorporation

Annette Sheline
(George Washington U, US)
< asheline@gwu.edu >
Strategic Nationalisms:
State Sponsored Nation-Building in the 20th Century

DISCUSSANT
Zeynep Bulutgil
(Tufts U, US)
< zeynep.bolutgil@tufts.edu >
PANEL R6
New Approaches to Soviet History

CHAIR
Erik Scott
(U of Kansas, US)
< scott@ku.edu >

PAPERS
Mark Baker
(California State U, US)
< mrbaker1917@gmail.com >
Was the Communist Party of the Soviet Union a Proletarian or a National Project?
An Attempt to Combine Quantitative Data and the Remembrances of Party Members in the Tatar ASSR, 1921-1939

Arsène Saparov
(U of Michigan, US)
< asaparov@gmail.com >
The Soviet Boundary Making in the South Caucasus: Arbitrary or Logical?

George Liber
(U of Alabama, Birmingham, US)
< gliber@uab.edu >
De-Stalinization and Soviet Ukraine, 1953-1956

Andrey Shcherbak
(Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia)
< ascherbak@hse.ru >
Nationalism in the USSR: Historical and Comparative Perspective

DISCUSSANT
Brigid O’Keefe
(Brooklyn College, CUNY, US)
< brigid.okeeffe@gmail.com >
PANEL TH2
*Gender, Nation and Society*

**CHAIR**

*Sara Swerdlyk*
(U College London, UK)
< saraswerdlyk@gmail.com >

**PAPERS**

*Elena Chernyak*
(U of Windsor, Canada)
< chernyae@uwindsor.ca >
*A Comparative Study of Intimate Partner Violence in Post-Soviet Countries: Evidence from National Surveys*

*Sahizer Samuk*
(IMT Institute for Advanced Studies, Lucca, Italy)
< sahizer.samuk@imtlucca.it >
*Rawlsian and Lockean Perspectives Concerning Religious Freedom: The Case of Quebec*

**DISCUSSANT**

*Ali Kinsella*
(Columbia U, US)
< ali.kinsella@gmail.com >
PANEL TK1
Politics of Ethnicity in Turkey

CHAIR
Tahir Abbas
(Fatih U, Turkey)
< tahirabbas@fatih.edu.tr >

PAPERS
Ekrem Karakoc
(Binghamton U, US)
< ekarakoc@binghamton.edu >
Inter-Ethnic Tolerance in Turkey: Turks vs. Kurds

Günes Murat Tezcür
(Loyola U Chicago, US)
Mehmet Gurses
(Florida Atlantic U, US)
< gtezcur@luc.edu > < gurses@fau.edu >
Who Governs? Ethnic and Regional Roots of Political Power in Turkey

Aysegul Aydin
(U of Colorado-Boulder, US)
Cem Emrence
(Independent Scholar, US)
< aysegul.aydin@colorado.edu > < cem.emrence@gmail.com >
18 Districts: The Making of Mass Kurdish Nationalism

Nil S. Satana
(Bilkent U, Turkey)
Lerna K. Yanik
(Kadir Has U, Turkey)
< nsatana@bilkent.edu.tr > < lerna.yanik@khas.edu.tr >
Diffusing Ethnic Polarization and Otherness:
Negative Campaign Issues across Elections in Turkey

DISCUSSANT
Sener Aktürk
(Koç U, Turkey)
< sakturk@ku.edu.tr >
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PANEL U12
Ukrainians and Belarusians: Nations between East and West

CHAIR
Gorana Grgic
(U of Sydney, Australia)
< gorana.grgic@sydney.edu.au >

PAPERS
Larissa Titarenko
(Belarusian State U, Minsk)
< larissa@bsu.by >
Belarus between the Eurasian Union and the European Union:
Material and Symbolic Options

Anna Shirokanova
(Belarusian State U, Minsk)
< shirokanova@bsu.by >
Social Solidarity in Belarus, Moldova, and Ukraine:
Resources for Reconstruction

Volodymyr Kravchenko
(CIUSS, U of Alberta, Canada)
< ciusdir@ualberta.ca >
Mapping an Eastern European Borderland:
European Discourse in Ukrainian Historical Narrative, 1991-2013

Christian W Haerpfer
(U of Aberdeen, UK)
< c.w.haerpfer@abdn.ac.uk >
Political Involvement of Citizens in Belarus and Ukraine:
Path Dependency or a Fresh Start?

DISCUSSANT
Thomas Sherlock
(US Military Academy, West Point)
< thomas.sherlock@usma.edu >
PANEL U13

History, Politics and Memory in the Lemko Region of Poland

CHAIR
Bogdan Horbal
(NY Public Library, US)
< bogdanhorbal@nypl.org >

PAPERS
Corinna Wengryn Caudill
(Independent Scholar, Montgomery, AL, US)
< wengryn@yahoo.com >

Richard Garbera Trojanowski
(Independent Scholar, Round Lake, IL, US)
< babyboybosco@att.net >
Beyond Akcja "Wisła":
History and Memory of Ethnic Cleansing in Poland's Lemko Region, 1944-1947

Diana Howansky Reilly
(Independent Scholar, Wilton, CT, US)
< diana_reilly@hotmail.com >
A Reading of the Book
Scattered: The Forced Relocation of Poland's Ukrainians After World War II
(U of Wisconsin Press, 2013)

Ola Jawornicka-Nowosad
(Independent Scholar, Warsaw, Poland)
< nowola@poczta.onet.pl >
The Role of Memory and Post-Memory in the Preservation of Ethnic Identity
Among Three Generations of Lemkos in Western Poland

DISCUSSANT
Stephen Rapawy
(Independent Scholar, Bethesda, MA, US)
< rapawy@verizon.net >
PANEL B04

Book Panel on Soren Keil’s
Multinational Federalism in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Ashgate, 2013)

CHAIR
Stefano Bianchini
(U of Bologna, Italy)
< stefano.bianchini@unibo.it >

PARTICIPANTS
Brendan O’Leary
(U of Pennsylvania, US)
< boleary@sas.upenn.edu >

Nina Caspersen
(U of York, UK)
< nina.caspersen@york.ac.uk >

Valery Perry
/Public International Law and Policy Group, Bosnia-Herzegovina
< valeryperry@yahoo.com >

Soren Keil
(Canterbury Christ Church U, UK)
< soeren.keil@canterbury.ac.uk >
PANEL B06

*Book Panel on Stephen Jones’*  
*Georgia: A Political History Since Independence*  
(*I. B. Tauris, 2012*)

**CHAIR**  
Julie George  
(CUNY Queens College, US)  
<julie.george@qc.cuny.edu>

**PARTICIPANTS**  
Alexander Cooley  
(Barnard College, US)  
<ac210@columbia.edu>

Charles King  
(Georgetown U, US)  
<kingch@georgetown.edu>

Jesse R. Driscoll  
(U of California San Diego, US)  
<jdriscoll@ucsd.edu>

Cory Welt  
( George Washington U, US)  
<cwelt@gwu.edu>

Stephen Jones  
(Mount Holyoke College, US)  
<sfjones@mtholyoke.edu>
PANEL BK3
Politics of Memory and Cultural Production in Post-Yugoslav Spaces

CHAIR
Maria Lechtarova
(Columbia U, US)
< maria.lechtarova@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Dijana Jelača
(U of Massachusetts, US)
< djelaca@comm.umass.edu >
Youth (Sub)Cultures, Postmemory and Phantom Pain in Cinema After Yugoslavia

Ana Dević
(Fatih U, Turkey)
< ana.devic@lbss.gla.ac.uk >
Mixing Private with Public in a Critique of the Political: Cinema in the Post-Yugoslav Space

Larisa Kurtović
(DePaul U, US)
< larisa.kurtovic@gmail.com >
Tears for Tito: What do post-Yugoslavs Cry for when they Watch the Funeral of Marshal Tito

DISCUSSANT
Danijela Majstorović
(U of Banja Luka, Bosnia-Herzegovina)
< majstorovic.danijela@gmail.com >
PANEL BK10
*Autonomy and Minority Rights in the Balkans*

**CHAIR**
Indraneel Sircar  
(Queen Mary U of London, UK)  
<i>sircar@qmul.ac.uk>

**PAPERS**

Robert Greenberg  
(U of Auckland, New Zealand)  
<i>r.greenberg@auckland.ac.nz>

*Language and Conflict: Minority Rights in Contemporary Serbia and Croatia*

Outi Keranen  
(U College London, UK)  
<i>outi.keranen@ucl.ac.uk>

*Legitimizing Self-Determination in the Case of Sub-State National Groups: A Comparative Analysis on the Bosnian Serbs and Iraqi Kurds*

Jovana Mastilovic  
(U of Bologna, Italy)  
<i>jovanamastilovic@hotmail.com>

*The Role of International Actors in Strengthening and Constructing National Minority Councils’ Ability to Achieve Ethnic and National Integration in Serbia*

Tibor Purger  
(Rutgers U, US)  
<i>purger@rutgers.edu>

*Struggle for, and Against, Autonomy*

**DISCUSSANT**
Djordje Stefanovic  
(Saint Mary’s U, Canada)  
<i>stefanovic@smu.ca>
PANEL BK24


CHAIR

Gorazd Rosoklija
(Columbia U, US)
< gbr2@columbia.edu >

PAPERS

Tanja Karakamiseva-Jovanovska
Zvonko Mucunski
(U of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Macedonia)
< tanja.karakamiseva@gmail.com > < mucunski@hotmail.com >
“Framework” Macedonia within Rule of Law Europe – an Ongoing Transition or a Unique “Founding” Model of Democracy?

Aleksandra Maksimovska-Veljanovski
Aleksandar Stojkov
(U of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Macedonia)
< aleksandra.maksimovska@yahoo.com > < stojkov.aleksandar@gmail.com >
Ethnic Diversity and Public Finance: The Case of Macedonia

Aleksandar Klimovski
Timco Mucunski
(U of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Macedonia)
< klimovski2003@yahoo.com > < tmucunski@gmail.com >
Lost In Integration: How a Disintegrated Europe Is Undermining Inter-Ethnic Relations in Macedonia

DISCUSSANT

Edislav Manetovic
(SUNY, College at Old Westbury, US)
< edislavm@yahoo.com >
PANEL CE4

*East European Roma: Negotiating Exclusion*

**CHAIR**

**Stephen Deets**
(Babson College, US)
< sdeets@babson.edu >

**PAPERS**

**Alexander Markovic**
(U of Illinois, US)
< amarko2@uic.edu >
*Economic Crisis, Ethnic Tension, and the Cultural Politics of Memory among Romani Musicians in Post-Socialist Vranje, Serbia*

**Carol Silverman**
(U of Oregon, US)
< csilverm@uoregon.edu >
*Global Balkan Gypsy Music: Questions of Commodification, Appropriation, and Representation*

**Jekatyerina Dunajeva**
(U of Oregon, US)
< dunajeva@uoregon.edu >
*Constructing, Negotiating and Performing Identity: Case Study of a Roma Community in Hungary*

**Melanie Ram**
(California State U, Fresno, US)
< meram@csufresno.edu >
*Inclusion, Exclusion, and the Failure of Roma Identity Politics*

**Balázs Dobos**
(Institute for Minority Studies, Hungary)
< dobos.balazs@tk.mta.hu >
*Unity in Diversity? Roma Political Parties Within the Ethnic Party Family*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Ethel Brooks**
(Rutgers U, US)
< ebrooks@rci.rutgers.edu >
PANEL CE5
Re-Writing Histories in the Interwar (National) Canon: Reappraisals of Memory and Radical Nationalism in Romania and Serbia

CHAIR
Irina Livezeanu
(U of Pittsburgh, US)
< irinal@pitt.edu >

PAPERS
Cristina Bejan
(Duke U, US)
< bejan.cristina@gmail.com >
*From Vichy to Swaraj: The Untold Story of Romanians and Fascism in North Africa and India*

Ionut Biliuta
(US Holocaust Memorial, DC)
< ibiliuta@ushmm.org >
*From Frontline Heroes to Fascist Martyrs: The Interwar Memory of World War I in the Romanian Iron Guard’s Imaginary*

Maria Falina
(U College Ireland, Ireland)
< maria.falina@ucd.ie >
*Nationalism, Resistance and Collaboration of/in the Serbian Orthodox Church during World War II*

Virag Molnar
(New School U, US)
< molnarv@newschool.edu >
*Civil Society, Radicalism, and the Rediscovery of Mythic Nationalism*

DISCUSSANT
Anca Sincan
(Central European U, Budapest, Hungary)
< anca.sincan@gmail.com >
PANEL CE22
Cold War Foreign Policy

CHAIR
Filip Tucek
(Columbia U, US)
< ft2439@columbia.edu >

PAPERS
Branislav Radeljic
(U of East London, UK)
< B.Radeljic@uel.ac.uk >

Nameeta Mathur
(Saginaw Valley State U, US)
< nmathur@svsu.edu >
Poland and India: A Cold War Friendship confronts Contemporary Globalization

Aaron Law
(Cornell U, US)
< anl23@cornell.edu >

DISCUSSANT
Thomas Maulucci
(American International College, US)
< thomas.maulucci@aic.edu >
PANEL EU5
Nationalism and Nation-Building in Central Asia

CHAIR
Dina Sharipova
(KIMEP U, Kazakhstan)
< dina.sharipova@kimep.kz >

PAPERS
Timur Alexandrov (U of Cambridge, UK)
< timur.alexandrov@gmail.com >
Import, Indigenous, and In-Between:
Late Nation-building and the Development of Civil Society in Central Asia

Cynthia Kaplan
(U of California-Santa Barbara, US)
< kaplan@polsci.ucsb.edu >
Tatar and Kazakh Identity:
Nation and State Status and Its Effects on Subjective Group Identification

Katharina Buck
(Buketov Karaganda State U, Kazakhstan)
< k.buck@bristolalumni.org.uk >
Nazarbaev’s Nationalisms: A Tale of Hostile Hosts?

Rico Isaacs
(Oxford Brookes U, UK) < ricoisaacs@brookes.ac.uk >
Beyond Nomads and Warriors:
Competing Narratives of the Nation and National Identity in Kazakh Film

Aziz Burkhanov
< aziburkh@indiana.edu >
(Independent Scholar, Kazakhstan)
Media and Nationalism in Kazakhstan:
Comparing Discourse of Kazakh- and Russian-Language Newspapers

DISCUSSANT
Hélène Thibault
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< hthib097@uottawa.ca >
PANEL K10
Conflict Initiation, Mediation and Resolution in the Caucasus

CHAIR
John O’Loughlin
(U of Colorado at Boulder, US)
<johno@colorado.edu>

PAPERS
Babak Rezvani
(U of Amsterdam, Netherlands)
<bkrezvani@gmail.com>
The Myths of Shatterbelt, the Clash of Civilizations and Peoples against States: Cases from the Caucasus, Central Asia and Iran

Nino Abzianidze
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)
<nino.abzianidze@nccr-democracy.uzh.ch>
Who Forges Conflict? Analysis of Nationalist Appeals in Georgian Print Media

Philip Gamaghelyan
(George Mason U, US)
<fgamagh2@gmu.edu>
Insider-Partial Facilitation in the Context of the Nagorno-Karabakh Peace Process

Ohannes Geukjian
(American U of Beirut, Lebanon)
<ogeukj@hotmail.com>
Negotiation Deadlock and the Limits of Mediation in Resolving the Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict

DISCUSSANT
Laurence Broers
(Centre for the Contemporary Central Asia and Caucasus, UK)
<laurencebroers@btinternet.com>
PANEL M6
Effects of Migration: Remittances, Social Order, and Beyond

CHAIR
Dani Kranz
(Bergische U Wuppertal, Germany)
< dani@danikranz.com >

PAPERS
Amanda Garrett
(NYU, US)
< agarrett@fas.harvard.edu >
“Investing” in National Identities: Migrants, Remittances, and Citizenship Regimes

Robin Harper
(CUNY York College, US)
< robinharper@verizon.net >
Can You See Me Now? Remittances as a Social Visibility Tool

Adam Luedtke
(CUNY Queensborough, US)
< aluedtke@qcc.cuny.edu >
Immigration and National Security in the United Arab Emirates: Between Realism and Constructivism

Gulay Kilicaslan
(Bogazici U, Turkey)
< kilicaslangulay@gmail.com >
Generational Differences in Political Mobilization of Kurdish Forced Migrants in Urban Sphere: The Case of Kanarya District

DISCUSSANT
Cynthia J. Buckley
(U of Illinois, Urbana, US)
< buckleyc@illinois.edu >
PANEL N5
Critical Junctures, Religious and Secular Elite Cooperation and Democracy

CHAIR
Yusuf Sarfati
(Illinois State U, US)
< ysarfat@ilstu.edu >

PAPERS
Murat Somer
(Koç U, Turkey)
< musomer@ku.edu.tr >
What Do Turkey, Egypt and Tunisia Have in Common?
Religious and Secular Elite Disunity, Popular Uprisings and Democratization

Berna Turam
(Northeastern U, US)
< b.turam@neu.edu >
Urban Contestation and Cooperative Capital:
Gezi Protest against the Background of Arab Spring

Daniel Nerenberg
(George Washington U, US)
< daniel.nerenberg@gmail.com >
Cooperation between Loyalty and Betrayal in the Palestinian National Movement

DISCUSSANT
Güneş Murat Tezcür
(Loyola U Chicago, US)
< gtezcur@luc.edu >
PANEL TK2

From Empire to Nation: The Emergence of Turkish Nationalism in Comparative Perspective

CHAIR
Francesca Piana (Columbia U, US)
< francesca.piana@graduateinstitute.ch >

PAPERS
Salim Cevik (Ipek U, Turkey)
< salimcevik@yahoo.com >
Ottomanism and Varieties of Official Nationalism

Kerem Tinaz (U of Oxford, UK)
< kerem.tinaz@sant.ox.ac.uk >
From Ottomanism to Nationalism: Abraham Galante’s Jewish Perspective

Aysegün Soysal Akyos (Bogazici U, Turkey)
< asoysal@boun.edu.tr >
The Conversion of an Italian Girl and the Committee of Union and Progress

Sener Aktürk (Koç U, Turkey)
< sakturk@ku.edu.tr >
Legacies of Mobilization and War: Contradictions of Muslim Nationalism in Turkey, Algeria, and Pakistan

DISCUSSANT
Christine Philliou (Columbia U, US)
< cmp9@columbia.edu >
PANEL U9

Commemoration in the Ukrainian, Belarusian and Lithuanian Borderlands

CHAIR

Oksana Kis
(Institute of Ethnology, Lviv, Ukraine)
< oksanakis55@gmail.com >

PAPERS

Renee Buhr
(U of St. Thomas, US)
< buhr6782@stthomas.edu >

Marharyta Fabrykant
(Belarusian State U, Minsk/ Columbia U, US)
< marharyta.fabrykant@gmail.com >
The Vanished Empire?
The Grand Duchy of Lithuania in Contemporary Nationalist Discourse

Eleonora Narvselius
Niklas Bernsand
(Lund U, Sweden)
< eleonora.narvselius@slav.lu.se > < niklas.bernsand@slav.lu.se >
Lviv and Chernivtsi:
Two Memory Cultures at the Western Ukrainian Borderland?

George Soroka
(Harvard U, US)
< soroka@fas.harvard.edu >
Combative Pasts: The Holodomor in Ukraine-Russian Relations

DISCUSSANT

Iryna Vushko
(CUNY, US)
< iryna.vushko@hunter.cuny.edu >
PANEL BK4

Beyond Politics of Memory in Post-Yugoslav Spaces: Locating the Political

CHAIR
Keziah Conrad
(UCLA, US)
< keziah@ucla.edu >

PAPERS

Tanja Petrović
(Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts)
< tanja.petrovic@zrc-sazu.si >
The Archive of Impossible Futures: Masculinity, Trauma and Affect in Memories of Yugoslav Army Soldiers

Zoran Vučkovac
(U of Alberta, Canada)
< vuckovac@ualberta.ca >
Genocide Localities, Political Realities: Are the Republika Serbska and Srebrenica Discourses Mutually Exclusive?

Danijela Majstorović
(U of Banja Luka, Bosnia-Herzegovina)
< majstorovic.danijela@gmail.com >
Epistemes of Contemporary Nationhood: Narrations of the Past, Legitimations of the Future

DISCUSSANT
Azra Hromadžić
(Syracuse U, US)
< azra.hromadzic@gmail.com >
PANEL BK25

*War and Memory: World War II in the Italo-Yugoslav Borderland*

**CHAIR**

Sara Barbieri  
(U of Bologna, Italy)  
< barbieri.sara@gmail.com >

**PAPERS**

Borut Klabjan  
(U of Primorska, Slovenia)  
< borut.klabjan@zrs.upr.si >  
*Remembering Partisans Between East and West: The Case of the Italo-Yugoslav Borderland*

Miha Kosmac  
(U of Primorska, Slovenia)  
< Miha.Kosmac@zrs.upr.si >  
*Post-war migration: A Comparative study on Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia*

Fabio Capano  
(West Virginia U, US)  
< fabio.capano15@gmail.com >  
*Fighting for Trieste: Political Violence at the Edge of the Iron Curtain, 1945-1954*

**DISCUSSANT**

Maura Hametz  
(Old Dominion U, US)  
< mhametz@odu.edu >
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PANEL CE16
Central European Nationalism Before the First World War

CHAIR
Bradley Woodworth
(Yale U, US)
<bwoodworth@newhaven.edu>

PAPERS
Anca Mandru
(U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, US)
< mandru2@illinois.edu >
“Nationalism as a National Danger”?
Early Romanian Socialists and the Paradoxes of the National Question, 1880-1914

Anna Novikov
(Deutsches Historisches Institut, Poland)
< novikov.anna@gmail.com >
Fashion and Nationalism in the Partitioned Poland, 1848-1918

Timothy Olin
(Purdue U, US)
< tolin@purdue.edu >
The “Toleration” of Jews and Romani in the Habsburg Balkans

Ionas Rus
(U of Cincinnati Blue Ash College, US)
< ionas.rus@uc.edu >
Romanian Nationalism in the Elections of 1907 and 1911 in Bukovina

DISCUSSANT
Daniel Unowsky
(U of Memphis, US)
< dunowsky@memphis.edu >
PANEL CE23

*Education and the Nation, Then and Now*

**CHAIR**

Ana Raluca Bigu  
(U of Bucharest, Romania)  
< raluca_ana_alecu@yahoo.com >

**PAPERS**

Hanna Bazhenova  
(John Paul II Catholic U, Lublin, Poland)  
< bagenovaa@gmail.com >  
*Warsaw Imperial University as the Instrument of National Policy of the Russian Empire on the Territory of Partitioned Poland, 1869–1915*

Tom Lorman  
(U of London, UK)  
< t.lorman@ucl.ac.uk >  
*Magyarization and the Remaking of Slovak Nationalism, 1867-1918*

Stephanie Cirac  
(U Paris IV, France)  
< stephanie.cirac@cercec.cnrs.fr >  
*“When our Neighbours Spoke Another Language”: Germanoslavica, Slavische Rundschau, Prager Presse—The Temptation of a Common Language*

**DISCUSSANT**

Hugo Lane  
(Independent Scholar, NY, US)  
< hugolane@gmail.com >
PANEL EU7

Rethinking Community in Chinese and Japanese Politics

CHAIR
Timur Alexandrov
(U of Cambridge, UK)
< timur.alexandrov@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Chia Yin Hsu
(Portland State U, US)
< hsuc@pdx.edu >
Money in Manchuria: ‘Promiscuous’ Credit, ‘Foreign’ Capital, and Currency Speculation at the Russian and Chinese Frontier, 1910s-1930s

Ying Zhu
(CUNY Staten Island, US)
< yingzhu95014@gmail.com >
Chinese Cyber Nationalism

Kuei-min Chang
(Columbia U, US)
< kc2499@columbia.edu >
Marx, Mammon, or Confucius?
Disjointed Logics of Political Legitimation in China’s Religious Revival

David R. Stroup
(U of Oklahoma, US)
< david.r.stroup-1@ou.edu >
Modernization and Ethnic Identity in Urban China

David Rangdrol
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< drang024@uottawa.ca >

DISCUSSANT
Marie-Eve Reny
(U de Montréal, Canada)
< marie-eve.reny@umontreal.ca >
PANEL K7
*Post-War Chechnya: War Legacy and Rebuilding*

**CHAIR**
Yuri Zhukov  
(Harvard U, US)  
< zhukov@fas.harvard.edu >

**PAPERS**

Tomáš Šmíd  
(Masaryk U, Czech Republic)  
< tom.smid79@gmail.com >  
*The Economic Resources of Kadyrov’s Regime*

Emil Souleimanov  
(Charles U, Czech Republic)  
< Arslanlik@yahoo.com >  
*Forging a Counterinsurgency:  
Moscow’s Policy of Chechenization and Beyond*

Laurent Vinatier  
(Thomas More Institute, Paris, France)  
< l.vinatier@institut-thomas-more.org >  
*From Chechnya to Syria:  
Assessing the North-Caucasian Insurgencies’ Global Trends*

**DISCUSSANT**
Jean-François Ratelle  
(George Washington U, US)  
< ratelle@gwu.edu >
PANEL M2
*Identity Politics Among Migrants and Diasporas*

**CHAIR**
Tina Magazzini  
(U of Deusto, Spain)  
< tina.magazzini@deusto.es >

**PAPERS**

Dani Kranz  
(Bergische U Wuppertal, Germany)  
< dani@danikranz.com >  
*The Oddest of Mixes?*  
*German Speaking, Non-Jewish Immigrants in Israel*

Tomris Ozlem Yilmaz  
(Paris IV Sorbonne U, France)  
< tomris.yilmaz@paris-sorbonne.fr >  
*Transnationalism in Question:*  
*The Case of the National Vision Organization in France and Germany*

Adna Karamenic-Oates  
(Virginia Tech U, US)  
< adnakaramenic@gmail.com >  
*Identity Negotiations of Bosnian Natives in St. Louis*

Gulnara Mendikulova  
(Fullbright Scholar, Boston U, US)  
< gmendikul@hotmail.com >  
*The Kazakh Diaspora in the US*

**DISCUSSANT**
Amanda Garrett  
(NYU, US)  
< agarrett@fas.harvard.edu >
PANEL N2

The Census and Identities Revisited

CHAIR
Yoshiko Herrera
<yherrera@wisc.edu>
(U of Wisconsin, US)

PAPERS
Kanchan Chandra
(NYU, US)
<kanchan.chandra@gmail.com>
The Census and the "Management" of Ethnic Differences in South Asia

Yu Sasaki
(U of Washington, US)
<ys253@uw.edu>
How to Count Ethnicity: Toward a New Measurement of Historical Origins of Contemporary European Ethnic Groups

Kyle Marquardt
(U of Wisconsin, US)
<marquardt.kyle@gmail.com>
Language, Identity and Ethnic Politics:
The Case for Conceptually Disaggregating Ethnic and Linguistic Census Data

DISCUSSANT
Ann Morning
(NYU, US)
<ann.morning@nyu.edu>
PANEL R3

The Meaning of Patriotism in Post-Soviet Russia

CHAIR
Pavel Khodorkovsky  
(Institute of Modern Russia, NY, US) 
< pk@imrussia.org >

PAPERS
Boris V. Bruk  
(Institute of Modern Russia, NY, US) 
< bb@imrussia.org >
What's in the Name? Russian Understanding of Patriotism

Alexander M. Semyonov  
(Higher School of Economics, St. Petersburg, Russia) 
< asemyonov@hse.ru >
Imperial Revolution and Imperial Citizenship in the Russian Empire in Early Twentieth Century

Ilya Gerasimov  
(Ab Imperio Quarterly, Kazan, Russia) 
< ig@abimperio.net >
History as the Last Refuge of a Patriot: Academician Chubaryan, Boris Akunin, and the Quest for a Unifying Russian History

DISCUSSANT
Richard Sakwa  
(U of Kent, UK) 
< r.sakwa@kent.ac.uk >
PANEL U14
Ukraine Between Russia and Romania/Moldova

CHAIR
Gerald Easter
(Boston College, US)
< gerald.easter@bc.edu >

PAPERS
Isabelle Fortin
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< ifort059@uottawa.ca >
“Never Waste a Good Crisis“:
Energy Securitization Inside the EU after the 2009 Russia-Ukrainian Gas Crisis

Angela Kachuyevski
(Arcadia U, US)
< kachuyea@arcadia.edu >
“Thawing“ the Moldova-Transdniestria Conflict:
Ukrainian European Integration and New Possibilities for Resolution

Eleanor Knott
(LSE, UK)
< e.k.knott@lse.ac.uk >
What Does it Mean to be a Kin Majority?
Analysing Romanian Identity in Moldova and Russian Identity in Crimea from Below

DISCUSSANT
Robert Greenberg
(U of Auckland, New Zealand)
< r.greenberg@auckland.ac.nz >
PANEL B09

Book Panel on Lynn M. Tesser’s

CHAIR
Paula Pickering
(College of William and Mary, US)
< pmpick@wm.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Zsuzsa Csergő
(Queen’s U, Canada)
< Csergő@queensu.ca >

V.P. Gagnon
(Ithaca College, US)
< vgagnon@ithaca.edu >

Lee Ann Fujii
(U of Toronto, Canada)
< lafujii@chass.utoronto.ca >

Lynn M. Tesser
(Marine Corps U, US)
< lmtesser@gmail.com >
PANEL B014

Book Panel on Yoav Peled’s
The Challenge of Ethnic Democracy: The State and Minority Groups in Israel, Poland and Northern Ireland (Routledge, 2014)

CHAIR
Jack Jacobs
(CUNY, John Jay College and the Graduate Center, US)
< jjacobs@gc.cuny.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Ruti Teitel
(NYU, US)
< teitelruti@aol.com >

Chaim Gans
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)
< gansch@post.tau.ac.il >

Uri Ram
(Ben Gurion U, Israel)
< uriram1@gmail.com >

Ian Lustick
(U of Pennsylvania, US)
< ilustick@sas.upenn.edu >

Yoav Peled
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)
< poli1@post.tau.ac.il >
PANEL BK13

Peacebuilding in the Balkans:
International Norm Promotion in Practice

CHAIR
Fred Cocozzelli
(St. John’s U, US)
< cocozzef@stjohns.edu >

PAPERS
Adam Fagan
Indraneel Sircar
(Queen Mary U of London, UK)
< a.fagan@qmul.ac.uk > < i.sircar@qmul.ac.uk >
Reconceptualising Donor Assistance in the Western Balkans:
Is Foreign Aid Fostering New Modes of governance?

Lisa Gross
(U of Konstanz, Germany)
< lisa.gross@uni-konstanz.de >
The Journey from Global to Local:
Norm Localization as Instrumental Adaptation in Post-Conflict Norm Promotion

Dana Landau
(U of Oxford, UK)
< dana.landau@politics.ox.ac.uk >
International Normative Commitments to Multi-Ethnicity in Kosovo

Andrew Radin
(Harvard U, US)
< andrew_radin@hks.harvard.edu >
Out of Sequence? Domestic Opposition and Election Timing after War

DISCUSSANT
Anna Di Lellio
(New School, US)
< dilellia@newschool.edu >
PANEL BK18

New Perspectives on Bosnian Histories and Politics (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Mark Baskin
(SUNY Albany, US)
< mbaskin@albany.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Edin Hajdarpasic
(Loyola U Chicago, US)
< ehajdarpasic@luc.edu >

Max Bergholz
(Concordia U, Canada)
< max.bergholz@concordia.ca >

Larisa Kurtovic
(DePaul U, US)
< lkurtovi@depaul.edu >

Jasmin Mujanovic
(York U, Canada/Columbia U, US)
< jmujanov@yorku.ca >
PANEL CE8

Memory in Central Europe

CHAIR
Emmanuel Dalle Mulle
(Graduate Institute of International Studies, Geneva, Switzerland)
< emmanuel.dallemulle@graduateinstitute.ch >

PAPERS
Alin Rus
(U of Massachusetts, US)
< rusalin445@yahoo.com >
Intangible Heritage and Social Change: A Romanian Example

Paul Bauer
Barbora Spalova
(Charles U, Czech Republic)
< paulibauer@gmail.com > < b.spalova@gmail.com >
Remembering the Germans in the Czech Lands: The Memorial Functions of the Cultural Space at the Former Iron Curtain

Monica Ciobanu
(Plattsburgh State U, US)
< monica.ciobanu@plattsburgh.edu >
The Challenge of Competing Pasts in Romania

DISCUSSANT
André Liebich
(Graduate Institute, Geneva, Switzerland)
< andre.liebich@graduateinstitute.ch >
PANEL CE17
Representing Nationality and Identity in Central Europe

CHAIR
Robin Ostow
(Wilfrid Laurier U, Canada)
< robinostow@hotmail.com >

PAPERS
Lídia Balogh
(Hungarian Academy of Science, Hungary)
< lidia.balogh@gmail.com >
Media Representation of Ethnicity in Different Contexts:
Ethical Questions and Editorial Practices

Roxana Adina Huma
(U of Plymouth, UK)
< adina.huma@plymouth.ac.uk >
Representing Liminality:
Romanian Portrayals of the 2009 Moldovan ‘Twitter Revolution’

Robert Pyrah
(U of Oxford, UK)
< robert.pyrah@mod-langs.ox.ac.uk >
Re-defining “Subculture”:
A New Lens for Understanding Hybrid Cultural Identities in East-Central Europe

DISCUSSANT
Carol Skalnik Leff
(U of Illinois, Urbana, US)
< leffc@illinois.edu >
PANEL EU1

Language on the Line:
Transferring Texts across Time and Space

CHAIR
Rico Isaacs
(Oxford Brookes U, UK)
< ricoisaacs@brookes.ac.uk >

PAPERS
Emily Canning
(Brandeis U, US)
< canning@brandeis.edu >
Teaching (in)Tolerance:
Ethno-linguistic Boundaries in an Osh Classroom

Eric Schluessel
(Harvard U, US)
< eschlues@fas.harvard.edu >
Translating and Appropriating Imperial Power
in Turn-of-the-Century Xinjiang, China

Lydia H. M. Catedral
(U of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, US)
< medill2@illinois.edu >
Uzbek Remodeled: Loanwords in an Uzbek newspaper 1989-1992

Greg Fay
(Uyghur Human Rights Project, Washington, DC, US)
< gregfay@uhrp.org >
Impact on Ethnic Relations of Han Chinese Studying Uyghur Language

DISCUSSANT
Kathryn Graber
(Indiana U, US)
< graberk@indiana.edu >
PANEL K4

*Constructing Identity*

**CHAIR**

Allan Kagedan  
(Carleton U, Canada)  
<alkagedan@live.ca>

**PAPERS**

**Leone Musgrave**  
(Indiana U, US)  
<mmusgrav@indiana.edu>  
"*We Terek Folk*": Nationality and the Russian Civil War in the Caucasus, 1917-25

**Claire Kaiser**  
(U of Pennsylvania, US)  
<cpogue@sas.upenn.edu>  
*What Makes a Georgian? Soviet Georgian Nation-Building in Iran*

**Svetlana Cheloukhina**  
(CUNY Queens College, US)  
<svetlana.cheloukhina@qc.cuny.edu>  
*The Batalpashinsk Cossacks: Among the Many Nationalities of Karachaev-Cherkessia*

**Jo Laycock**  
(Sheffield Hall U, US)  
<j.laycock@shu.ac.uk>  
*Relief, Resettlement and the Construction of Armenian Identities in Early Soviet Transcaucasia*

**Vahe Sahakyan**  
(U of Michigan, US)  
<sahakv@umich.edu>  
*From Extra-Territorial Communitarianism to Ethno-Territorial Nationalism: The Emergence of Armenian Revolutionary Parties in the 19th century*

**DISCUSSANT**

Erik Scott  
(U of Kansas, US)  
<scott@ku.edu>
PANEL M3
Migration Policy in Comparative Perspective

CHAIR
Shoshana Fine
(SciencesPo, Paris, France)
< shoshana.fine@sciencespo.fr >

PAPERS
Catherine Frost
(McMaster U, US)
< frostc@mcmaster.ca >
Making and Authenticating the Citizen:
Naturalization and Passport Applications as Windows on the Practices
of Political Membership

Wesley Hiers
(U of Pittsburgh, US)
< whiers@gmail.com >
Cross-National Variation in Anti-Immigrant Sentiment:
A Historical-Geopolitical Approach

Maxim Tabachnik
(U of California, Santa Cruz, US)
< mtabatch@ucsc.edu >
Popular Attitudes toward Birthright Citizenship Policy:
Western/Eastern Dichotomy Revisited

DISCUSSANT
Noora Lori
(Harvard Academy, US)
< nooralori@gmail.com >
PANEL N1
Research Methods and the Study of Nationalism
(Roundtable)

CHAIR
Keith Darden
(American U, US)
< ktdarden@american.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Yoshiko Herrera
(U of Wisconsin)
< yherrera@wisc.edu >

Mikhail Alexseev
(San Diego State U, US)
< alexseev@mail.sdsu.edu >

Harris Mylonas
(George Washington U, US)
< mylonas@gwu.edu >

Paul Goode
(U of Oklahoma, US)
< paulgoode@ou.edu >
PANEL R8
Technologies of Power in Putin’s Russia

CHAIR
Sofie Bedford
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
< sofie.bedford@ucrs.uu.se >

PAPERS
Elizabeth Teague
(Independent Scholar, UK)
< teagueeliza@aol.com >
Building a Wall Round the Nation:
Putin’s “Re-Nationalization” of the Russian Elite

Sergei Medvedev
(Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia)
< smedvedev@hse.ru >
Biopolitics as Technology of Power in Contemporary Russia

Olga Malinova
(Institute of Scientific Information for Social Sciences, Russia)
< omalinova@mail.ru >
Making Use of the Western Other:
From Electoral Mobilization to the New Official Symbolic Policy

David Szakonyi
(Columbia U, US)
< ds2875@columbia.edu >
Returns to the Party:
Measuring Political Discrimination in the Russian Job Market

Dumitru Minzarari
(U of Michigan, US)
< minzarad@umich.edu >
Disarming Public Protests in Russia:
Transforming Public Goods into Private Goods

DISCUSSANT
Gerald Easter
(Boston College, US)
< gerald.easter@bc.edu >
PANEL TK5

Turkish Nationalism and “Outside” Turks and Muslims

CHAIR
Henry Hale
(George Washington U, US)
< hhale@gwu.edu >

PAPERS

Shyla Dogan
(Columbia U, US)
< srd2144@tc.columbia.edu >
Turkey’s North Caucasian Diaspora:
Methods of Cultural and Linguistic Preservation

Husrev Tabak
(U of Manchester, UK)
< husrev.tabak@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk >
Post-Kemalist Norms in Kemalist “Outside Turk” Localities:
Kosovar Turks’ Quandary with post-Kemalist Turkey

Lisel Hintz
(George Washington U, US)
< lhintz@gwmail.gwu.edu >
Brothers in Name Alone?:
Contestation of Pan-Turkism in Turkey’s Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy

DISCUSSANT

Nazar Mammedov
(Brown U, US)
< nazar_mammedov@brown.edu >
PANEL U1

Women Confronting Violence: Experiences and Representations Across Time and Cultures

CHAIR
Martha Kichorowska Kebalo
(Independent Scholar, NY, US)
< mkebalo@aol.com >

PAPERS
Larysa Zariczniak
(U of Exeter, UK)
< lz229@exeter.ac.uk >
Violence and Female UPA Members: Experiences and Outcomes

Irina Rebrova
(Center for Research on Antisemitism, Berlin, Germany)
< rebrova@mailbox.tu-berlin.de >
Everyday Life in Wartime Narrated by Women: Gender-Specific Practices of Remembering

Tetyana Dzyadevych
(U of Illinois, Chicago, US)
< tdzyad2@uic.edu >
Women’s Rapes Screening in Film on World War II: Comparing Film Narrations

Oksana Kis
(Institute of Ethnology, Lviv, Ukraine)
< oksanakis55@gmail.com >
Remaining Human: Ukrainian Women Constructing a “Normal Life” in the Gulag

Alexandra Hrycak
(Reed College, US)
< hrycaka@reed.edu >
Women’s Activism and the Problem of Violence

DISCUSSANT
Maureen P. Flaherty
(U of Manitoba, Canada)
< maureen.flaherty@ad.umanitoba.ca >
PANEL B08


CHAIR
Lee Ann Fujii
(U of Toronto, Canada)
< lafujii@chass.utoronto.ca >

PARTICIPANTS
Ann Morning
(NYU U, US)
< ann.morning@nyu.edu >

Bart Bonikowski
(Harvard U, US)
< bonikowski@fas.harvard.edu >

Philip Gorski
(Yale U, US)
< philip.gorski@yale.edu >

Andreas Wimmer
(Princeton U, US)
< awimmer@princeton.edu >
PANEL B016

Book Panel on Elissa Helms’ Innocence and Victimhood: Gender, Nation, and Women’s Activism in Postwar Bosnia-Herzegovina (Wisconsin, 2013)

CHAIR
Zilka Spahić-Šiljak
(Harvard U, US)
< zsiljak@hds.harvard.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Dijana Jelača
(U of Massachusetts, US)
< djelaca@comm.umass.edu >

Cynthia Simmons
(Boston College, US)
< simmonsc@bc.edu >

Jessica Greenberg
(U of Illinois, Urbana, US)
< jrgreenb@illinois.edu >

Elissa Helms
(CEU, Budapest, Hungary)
< helmse@ceu.hu >
PANEL SE1
How to Get an Article Published (Workshop)

WORKSHOP LEADER
Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
<sdeets@babson.edu>

PARTICIPANTS
Peter Rutland
(Wesleyan U, US)
<p Rutland@wesleyan.edu>
Editor of Nationalities Papers

Adam Fagan
(Queen Mary, U of London, UK)
< a.fagan@qmul.ac.uk>
Editor of East European Politics

Karl Cordell
(Plymouth U, UK)
<k.cordell@plymouth.ac.uk>
Associate Editor of Ethnopolitics

Madeleine Markey
(Taylor & Francis, UK)
<madeleine.markey@tandf.co.uk>
Publisher of Nationalities Papers and Ethnopolitics
PANEL SE1
How to Get an Article Published (Workshop)

WORKSHOP LEADER
Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
< sdeets@babson.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Peter Rutland
(Wesleyan U, US)
< prutland@wesleyan.edu >
Editor of Nationalities Papers

Adam Fagan
(Queen Mary, U of London, UK)
< a.fagan@qmul.ac.uk >
Editor of East European Politics

Karl Cordell
(Plymouth U, UK)
< k.cordell@plymouth.ac.uk >
Associate Editor of Ethnopolitics

Madeleine Markey
(Taylor & Francis, UK)
< madeleine.markey@tandf.co.uk >
Publisher of Nationalities Papers and Ethnopolitics
The Last Empire corrects misconceptions about the role of the United States in the fall of the Soviet Union, arguing that it had very little to do with American policies. In fact, until the last minute, the United States tried to save the empire. The collapse of the Soviet Union was a triumph of internal nationalism.

PANEL BK5

EU Enlargement and LGBT Rights in Central Eastern Europe and the Post-Yugoslav Space

CHAIR
Jennie Schulze
(Duquesne U, US)
< schulzej@duq.edu >

PAPERS

Koen Slootmaeckers
(Queen Mary, U of London, UK)
<k.slootmaeckers@qmul.ac.uk>
The Transformative Power of Europe: Has it Run its Course?
Unravelling the Domestic Impact of EU Enlargement

Tanya Domi
(Columbia U, US)
<tanya.domi@gmail.com>
The Role of European Accession for LGBTI Citizens in Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Republic of Serbia

Marko Kmezic
(U of Graz, Austria)
<marko.kmezic@uni-graz.at>
Europeanization Through Respect of the LGBT Rights in the Western Balkans

Conor O’Dwyer
(U of Florida, US)
Peter Vermeersch
(U of Leuven, Belgium)
< codwyer@ufl.edu > < peter.vermeersch@soc.kuleuven.be >
From Pride to Politics: The Case of Poland

DISCUSSANT

Adam Fagan
(Queen Mary, U of London, UK)
<a.fagan@qmul.ac.uk>
PANEL BK14

Ethnic Cleansing, Mixing and Refugees in the Balkans

CHAIR
Iva Pauker
(U of Melbourne, Australia)
< iva.pauker@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Keziah Conrad
(UCLA, US)
< keziah@ucla.edu >
All the Problems Everybody Else Has, and More: Nationalism, Subjectivity, and the Dilemma of Mixed Ethnicity in Bosnia

Gordana Bozic
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< gbozi057@uottawa.ca >
Interpreting the Meanings of War Monuments in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Do War Memory Sites Hinder Post-War Reconciliation?

Rebecca Brubaker
(U of Oxford, UK)
< rebecca.brubaker@gmail.com >
From the Un-Mixing to the Re-Mixing of Peoples?
A Critique of Norm Evolutionists Account of the Attempt to Reverse Ethnic Cleansing in Bosnia

Liliana Riga
James Kennedy
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
< l.riga@ed.ac.uk > < j.kennedy@ed.ac.uk >
Ethnic Cleansing and the Essentialization of Territory: Revisiting the Bosnian War

DISCUSSANT
Mark Baskin
(SUNY Albany, US)
< mbaskin@albany.edu >
PANEL CE9  
Religion and Nationalism in Central and Western Europe

CHAIR
Erin Hutchinson  
(Harvard U, US)  
< erinhutchinson@fas.harvard.edu >

PAPERS
Anca Sincan  
(Central European U, Hungary)  
< anca.sincan@gmail.com >
*Transylvanian Orthodox and Greek Catholics: Rewriting Regional Histories into the National Canon in Interwar Romania*

Aliza Rebecca Luft  
(U of Wisconsin Madison, US)  
< aluft@ssc.wisc.edu >
*Defecting from the Episcopate: French Bishops’ Resistance during the Holocaust*

Ana Raluca Bigu  
(U of Bucharest, Romania)  
< raluca_ana_alecu@yahoo.com >
*Nationalistic Discourse in Religious Education Textbooks: The Case of Post-communist Romania*

DISCUSSANT
Alexander Mirescu  
(Saint Peter's U, US)  
< alexander.mirescu@gmail.com >
PANEL CE20

_A Perpetual Transition: Toward a New Democratic Culture in Poland_ (Roundtable)

**CHAIR**

Katarzyna Iwińska  
(Collegium Civitas, Warsaw, Poland)  
<katarzyna.iwinska@collegium.edu.pl>

**PAPERS**

Jan Kubik  
(Rutgers U, US)  
<kubik@rci.rutgers.edu>  
_A New Polish Conundrum: Economic Success, Civic Pragmatism, Political Polarization, and Cultural Insanity_

Andrzej Szpociński  
(Collegium Civitas, Warsaw, Poland)  
<aszpoc@o2.pl>  
_Cultural Canon as a Tool of the Historical Policy_

Xymena Bukowska  
(Collegium Civitas, Warsaw, Poland)  
<xymena.bukowska@collegium.edu.pl>  
_Agonism and Antagonism in the Real Democratic Politics: The Polish Case of Public Discourse_

Barbara Markowska  
(Collegium Civitas, Warsaw, Poland)  
<barbara.markowska@collegium.edu.pl>  
The Patriot Playground: Polish Battle of the Memory Sites
PANEL K1
Caucasus Survey: State-of-the-Field in Caucasian Studies

CHAIR
Stephen Jones
(Mount Holyoke College, US)
< sfjones@mtholyoke.edu >

PAPERS
Laurence Broers
(Centre for the Contemporary Central Asia and Caucasus, UK)
< laurencebroers@btinternet.com >
Twenty Years after the Ceasefire:
Reassessing the Armenian-Azerbaijani Conflict for Nagorny Karabakh as an Enduring Rivalry

Jean-François Ratelle
(George Washington U, US)
< ratelle@gwu.edu >
A Critical Assessment of the Scholarship on Violent Conflicts in the North Caucasus during the Post-Soviet Period

Florian Mühlfried
(Friedrich Schiller U Jena, Germany)
< florian.muehlfried@uni-jena.de >
Triple Winners and Simple Losers

DISCUSSANT
Valeriy Dzutsev
(Arizona State U, US)
< vdzutsev@asu.edu >
PANEL M4
Diversity, Multiculturalism, and Integration in Europe

CHAIR
Gulnara Mendikulova
(Fullbright Scholar, Boston U, US)
< gmendikul@hotmail.com >

PAPERS
Tina Magazzini
(U of Deusto, Spain)
< tina.magazzini@deusto.es >
From Multiculturalism to Super-Diversity: An Overview of the Approaches to the Moving Target of the Politics of Belonging (and Becoming) in Europe

Esther Romeyn
(U of Florida, US)
< Esromeyn@ufl.edu >
The Spectropolitics of Immigration in the Netherlands: Tolerance, Anti-Semitism, Islamophobia and the Dis/Avowal of Race

Manuela Salcedo
(EHESS, Paris, France)
< manuesalcedo@gmail.com >

Laura Odasso
(U of Strasbourg, France)
< laura.odasso@misha.fr >
Binational Lovers Under Suspicion: The Effects of French Immigration Policies and Administrative Practices

Robin Ostow
(Wilfrid Laurier U, Canada)
< robinostow@hotmail.com >
The Sans-Papier at the CNHI: Occupying Museums, Displaying the Nation and Immigration Politics in France

DISCUSSANT
Tomris Yilmaz
(U Paris Sorbonne, France)
< tomris.yilmaz@paris-sorbonne.fr >
PANEL N4

Ethnic and Nationalist Violence

CHAIR
Kanchan Chandra
(NYU, US)
<kanchan.chandra@gmail.com>

PAPERS
Nicolas Sambanis
(Yale, US)
William Wohlforth
(Dartmouth College, US)
<nicholas.sambanis@yale.edu>  <william.wohlforth@dartmouth.edu>

Nation-Building through War:
Military Victory and Social Identification after the Franco-Prussian War

Stephanie Kerr
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
<skerr049@uottawa.ca>

Violence, Nationalism and De-escalation:
Northern Ireland and the Basque Country Compared

Keith Darden
(American U, US)
<ktdarden@american.edu>

Education, National Cohesion, and the Onset of Ethnic Civil War

DISCUSSANT
Costantino Pischedda
(Columbia U, US)
<cp2417@columbia.edu>
PANEL N12
_Nations, Empires, Colonies_

CHAIR
Mikhail Alexseev  
(San Diego State U, US)  
< alexseev@mail.sdsu.edu >

PAPERS
Dragan Stanisevski  
Brian Shoup  
(Mississippi State U, US)  
< dstanisevski@pspa.msstate.edu > < bds223@msstate.edu >
_The Pastoral Nation_

Gerard Rosich  
(U de Barcelona, Spain)  
< gerardrosich@ub.edu >
_National Emancipatory Movements in the 21st Century_

Klaus Bachmann  
(U of Social Sciences and Humanities, Poland)  
< k.bachmann@feps.pl >
_A Legal Perspective of Germany’s Colonial Policy toward the Herero_

DISCUSSANT
Annelle Sheline  
(George Washington U, US)  
< asheline@gwu.edu >
PANEL R2
Russian Civil Society: The Horizontal Dimension

CHAIR
Marlene Laruelle
(George Washington U, US)
< marlenelaruelle@yahoo.com >

PAPERS
Irina Dezhina
(Institute of World Economy and International Relations, Russia)
< iradezh@gmail.com >
Civil Society in Russian Science: the Role of the R&D Complex in Reforms

Irina Olimpieva
(Center for Independent Social Research, Russia)
< irinaolimp@gmail.com >
Russian Labor Unions in the Quest for Power: Evolution and Recent Development of the Unions' Political Strategies

Robert Orttung
(George Washington U, US)
< rorttung@gmail.com >
Russian Civil Society and the Sochi Olympics

DISCUSSANT
Paul Goode
(U of Oklahoma, US)
< paulgoode@ou.edu >
PANEL TH1

Ecology and Political Economy in Eastern Europe and Eurasia

CHAIR

Peter Rutland
(Wesleyan U, US)
< prutland@wesleyan.edu >

PAPERS

Mary Yoshinari
(U of T, Canada)
< mary.yoshinari@utoronto.ca >
The Soviet Factor in Iran’s Interwar Economy

Hilary Appel
(Clarke McKenna College, US)
< happel@cmc.edu >
The Triumph of Neoliberalism in Eastern Europe: Competitive Signaling and Policy Interdependency

Jessica Graybill
(Colgate U, US)
< jgraybill@colgate.edu >
Mapping Emotional Topographies of an Ecological Homeland on Sakhalin Island, Russia

Nera Hadzic
(U of Bologna, Italy)
< nera.hadzic@studio.unibo.it >
Russian Energy Investments in the Balkans: Political Implications and the Making of Energy Diplomacy in the Western Balkans

DISCUSSANT

Dumitru Minzarari
(U of Michigan, US)
< minzarad@umich.edu >
PANEL TK7

Confronting the “Other”: Tolerance and Pluralism in Turkey

CHAIR
Ekrem Karakoc (Binghamton U, US) <ekarakoc@binghamton.edu>

PAPERS
Tahir Abbas (Fatih U, Turkey) <tahirabbas@fatih.edu.tr>
Understanding Ethno-Religious Intolerance in Contemporary Turkey

Birol Baskan (School of Foreign Service in Qatar, Doha) <bb389@georgetown.edu>
Islamists’ Thinking on Nationalism in Turkey: Religion and/or Nationalism

Zeynep Alemdar (Okan U, Turkey) <zeynep.alemdar@okan.edu.tr>

Maya Arakon (Süleyman Şah U, Turkey) <marakon@ssu.edu.tr>
Homogenization Policies in the Turkish Republic: Effects of the Turkification Policies on Kurdish Women

DISCUSSANTS
Peride Kaleagasi (Independent Scholar, NY) <peride@yahoo.com>

Elizabeth Pertner (George Washington U, US) <ebpertner@gwmail.gwu.edu>
PANEL U2

The Orange Revolution: 10 Years Later
(Roundtable)

CHAIR
Alexandra Hrycak
(Reed College, US)
<hrycaka@reed.edu>

PAPERS

Olga Onuch
(Nuffield College, UK)
<olga.onuch@nuffield.ox.ac.uk>
Mobilizing and Motivating:
Understanding Protest and Elections in Ukraine

Paul D’Anieri
(U of Florida, US)
<danieri@clas.ufl.edu>
We Don’t Get Fooled Again:
The Legacy of the Orange Revolution

Henry Hale
(George Washington U, US)
<hhale@gwu.edu>
The Orange Revolution in Comparative Context:
A Quantitative Study of Why and When Presidents Fall from Power in Eurasia

Fredrik Sjoberg
(NYU, US)
<fredrik.m.sjoberg@gmail.com>
Electoral Systems and Fraud:
Evidence from Ukraine’s 2012 Parliamentary Election
PANEL U10
Violence in Ukraine and Belarus

CHAIR
Vitaly Chernetsky
(U of Kansas, US)
<vchernetsky@ku.edu>

PAPERS
Kyle Estes
(U of Illinois, Urbana, US)
<kestes3@illinois.edu>
Emotional Reactions and Rational Actions: A Case Study of Ethnic Violence in Lviv, 1918

Tetiana Boriak
(Harvard U, US)
<tetiana.boriak@fulbrightmail.org>
Violence During the Great Famine in Ukraine (1932-1933) through Victims’ Eyes: Personal Choices of Behavior

Nathalie Moine
(EHESS, France)
<moine@ehess.fr>
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